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CHAIRMAN:
Good
I want to welcome

SENATOR HERSCHEL

Thank you

witnesses, spectato
us at
jo
tors, and other legislators to what will be the third hearing by this committee in as many years on how competition may impact our state's telephone
networks.

Chairwoman Gwen Moore, of the Assembly Utilities and Commerce

ttee

11 also be joining us and help oversee what I believe to be

most important undertaking by the PUC involving changing how we may use
pay for telephone service in California.
The divestiture of AT&T in 1984, and rapidly changing technology has
ced states to deal dramatically with different re.gulatory environments
of

local telephone service.
And, while we continue to hear that other states have:

(1) moved quick-

ly to change the way they regulate telephone utilities and (2) have moved
quickly to set utilities free from the "Boogie man" of regulation--it is
logical that California should take a more studious course--because; first,
California is dramatically more

comnlex

than other states; second, Cali-

fornia has the most lucrative telecommunications markets in the nation; and
third, California telephone ratepayers have, under this supposedly archaic
regulatory system, maintained high quality telephone service at relatively
reasonable rates.
And this is why this PUC undertaking is so important to all of us.

We

are in the process of dramatically changing something which has worked fairwell up until now.

So, I think the stakes are enormous.

Legislature has tried to be an amiable partner in working through
ss
change--not dictate the policy, but trying to assist
's investigation. However, all I continue to hear from various
parties is that the process is truncated, is moving far too fast, and won't
le to accommodate all the views that want to be expressed.
se complaints, however, from Pac
I

I haven't

ic Bell.

sonally tried to assist the process and parties to this massive

stigation by introducing two bills:

The first, would have required a

t to the Legislature on the regulatory changes proposed by the PUC.
so
er

in order to allow the Legislature and the public an additional review
without changing Commission decisions, Senate Bill 680 would have simply

required 30 additional days of public review before the decisions would go
into effect.

With no opposition other than the PUC, this bill was vetoed by

the Governor.
With so much riding on what is or is not considered to be "competitive,"
the second bill would have simply required the PUC to explain to us how they
determined what "competitive" means.

\"'ith the opposition of the PUC and the

telephone utilities this bill failed in Committee.
So, this hearing is really another attempt to say that the Legislature
cares, that it has a role in deciding the future of telephone service for
users in the State, who also happen to be constituents.

We don't want to

determine or lay the groundwork for those regulatory changes--that's the Commission's job.

But our job is to assure that the Commission gets the widest

spectrum of views before these important decisions are made--and that the
process will be fair.

Then, if we don't like what the PUC's decided, of

course we can begin a journey through the legislative process.
You know--from all that I've heard, from newpaper clippings and telephone billing inserts, I am aware that Pacific Bell has a proposal of "rate
flexibility", and that it would like to see it implemented as soon as possible.
be.

Some of those proposals are very good and interesting, others may not

But, I am hopeful that this hearing will demonstrate--without prejudice

to .the--Pac-Bell proposals--that there are other proposals, other ideas,
Rnd other

vicw~oints

which warrant similar attention.

We will hear first from the assigned PUC Commissioner of this investigation, Mitchell Wilk and then from the project manager for the division of
Ratepayer Advocates who is responsible for a report on Phase II of the investigation, William Thompson.
Then, we will move to the telephone utility panel and the consumer/
competitor panel,and after the lunch break,we will hear from the long distance
carriers.
Com::~issioner

Wilk, I understand that you ll be required to leave early, and we

will understand when you do that.
MR. G. MITCHELL WILK:
to be here.

If you will begin please--we are ready.

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman, it's a pleasure

As I said if it's Tuesday it must be L.A.

I'd like to thank you

for the opportunity to appear before you today to discuss the progress in the
Commission's investigation into the regulation of local telephone companies.
As you know we've completed the first phase of our proceeding and are
now on our way into hearings for Phase II.
tails

about the

Phase I

decision

I would like to recount a few de-

before turning to some of the issues we
-2-

11 be addressing shortly.
The Commission decided to accept the settlement that most parties
n Phase I.

As a result there will be downward only pricing flexibil

local te

s for centrex, h

Long

line and vertica

stance companies and others will now be able to enter

intraLATA market for highspeed private line and provide competitive alternas for customers.

We are now receiving the implementation fil

will be needed to start this process and we hope to see
This dec

some price reductions

ion furthers the public interest in serveral respects.

pricing flexibility is downward only.

irst

that

may, in fact, receive lower prices.

Customers can't lose.

And

By these services, these are ser-

vices that both residential and business consumers buy.
Second, this flexibil
may help local telephone companies keep customersthat they might otherse lose and this will increase the availability of contribution to margin
and keep everybody's rates down.

Thirdly, the new competitive alternatives

in private lines should continue to improve quality and service in that market
customers get more choices.

Finally, the economy generally should benefit

better and cheaper telephone services.
are d

While these services and benef

ficult to measure they should show up in such ways, as lower consumer
, more options, and more product innovation.
With Phase I in place, we turn to Phase II.

Here, one can refine the

proceeding into one key question, "How can we best set rates for the
monopoly services in this mixed monopoly competitive environment?"
you are probably aware, and will hear today, there is a broad range of
s out there.

I should emphasize that neither I, nor my colleagues

made up our minds obviously regarding exact
will work best
the

what form and what a ter-

although, I think we all agree with a near unanimous

s that change is desirable and necessary.

We l, I can't tell you exactly what will emerge, let me focus for a
on some

irable characteristics that I'll be looking for.

F

, we

an alternative that makes ratepayers of all types at least as well
ff a

are 1
hard

ly to be under our current regulation.

seem worthwhile to change.

Otherwise, it

We think that these extra benef

s

found if local telephone companies can be given better incentives to
costs
most.
financia

become innovative and offer customers the services and choices
We also want to get ratepayers out of the position of making
gunrantees for risky new ventures, a situation that is nearly un-

idable under our current regulation of this increas
-3-

ly competitive envi

ment.

Finally, we want a workable process that is understandable to the

public and that produces tangible results in a reasonable time.

While our

process has been passing through some of the efficiency, passing through some
of the efficiencies of new technology to ratepayers, it has done so through a
costly system fraught with Archaean proceduresand unacceptable delay and uncertainty.
Let me conclude these opening remarks with a few words about procedure.
We have, and I presume

that the Members of this Committee have also been

hearing a great deal from some of the parties about the scheduling of this
proceeding.
We hear that our objective of a Phase II decision in the first quarter
of next year is unfair or unrealistic and I'd like to offer some perspective
on this.

First, one of the most widely heard complaints about the PUC is

the palatial pace atwhich it does its business.

After nearly two years on

the Commission I can tell you that it's all true.

I have seen few govern-

mental agencies that are as capable as we are of taking relatively simple
matters and dragging them out over several
that issues such as those in the

OII

months or years.

Now I recognize

require careful study and a full op-

portunity for all interested parties to participate.

However, it is apparent

that the typical approach to most problems is a slow one where no one seems to
think that delay matters verymuch.

Frankly, it is one of my goals as a Commis-

sioner to change that attitude, and there are a number of ways of goL1g about it.
My approach is set a tight but realistic schedule for our proceedings
at the outset.
it.

And to encourage parties to make their best efforts to meet

If we get to a point where it is apparent that more time is really needed,

I will grant it, and I have done so.

I am certainly a realist about this.

However, this Commission is going to maintain control over its own agenda.
There is also some apparent confusion about the difference between a
decision and a full implementation of the results.

When I talk about the

decision in the first quarter of 1989, I recognize that certain follow-up
activities will probably be needed to make a regulatory alternative fully operational. For example, our CACD staff will have to review cost data from the
local telephone companies before the price floors established in Phrtse I can
be instituted for pricing flexibility.

I've heard that some parties interpret

our goal for a Phase II decision as foreclosing those options that might require some follow-up for full

implementation just as the cost reviews are

needed to make Phase I effective.

That's simply not true.

While it would be

nice to have the entire approach in place at that time, our goal relates to
a decision.

No one's proposal will be prejudiceo

if it includes some of the

implementation activities after the policy decision.
-4-

Finally, I'd like to

announce today, that we will be granting
the

some~tra

that DRA and others have made.

hearing time in response to

I am still working with A.L.J. Ford

to determine just how much is needed, but we agree with
should, in fact, be expanded.
ru

I will issue an

ies that the hearassigned Commissioner's

very shortly, perhaps this week or next, detailing these changes in exthe hearing time.

I should note that while it may have been a coinc

dence that I appear today with DRA at my side, from my prior remarks it is
lear that a l of us, including you, are sensitive to perception.
clar

Let me

that while DRA and I share this panel, no one should conclude that

DRA's recent proposal in phase II of our proceeding represents a formal or
l Commission view or direction.

As you well know DRA's is an indepen-

dent advocacy division who's recommendations, like all others, must be subject
to the rigors of our proceeding and will ultimately stand or fall on its own
merits.
Once again, I'd like to thank the Chairman for inviting me to appear
and on behalf of my colleagues we welcome the opportunity to work closely
with the Committee and we will continue to value your insightful assistance
and advice.
I would be happy to answer any questions you might have.

My advisor,

Carl Danner, is here also and will be here all day to help answer any concerns
or questions you might have.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Thank you.

You know, it appears to be kind of interesting that

i t takes a hearing to give you an opportunity to say that there will be more
t

because, maybe people have questions and problems, and that kind of bot-

hers me a little bit, Mr. Commissioner. You could have put those concerns to
es
er the scheduling of Phase II, you could have made it
it would have not been continuing
ter, in terms of giving people
more time or whatever was necessary. The impression is that you say
no
pleas

is being rushed but we continue to hear those concerns. And I'm
to hear that, your statement now, that there will be sufficient time
le to respond.

MR. WILK: Mr. Chairman, can I just make one observation of that?
ROSENTHAL:
Yes.
MR. WILK:

We, regardless of the hearing time today, we obviously heard

same complaints you did. And it was only last week that, frankly, I became
ed, just because of the numbers, in fact everybody but Pac-Bell as you
orrectly observed was complaining about the time. So, it is purely coincidental

t the decision to expand the time frame would coincide with these hears. It doesn't take a hearing to reach, frankly, a common sense conclusion.
-5-

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

O.K.

Let me ask you another question.

After the

settlement of Phase I, in which it appears that everybody had signed off,
we've been hearing that there have been objections raised because therewere
changes made in Phase I which were not part of the original agreement.

Do

you want to comment on that?
MR. WILK:

Yes, I think that that question Mr. Chairman refers to the

fact that we, we had to for legal reasons revise the settlement in what we
considered to be fairly benign

policy neutral ways, because of legal, what

we, what we very strongly believed in our, we were told by JUr attorneys,
could have created a legal basis for rehearing. And to the extent that we
saw that there was a need to revise that, revise that Phase I settlement, to
accommodate what we thought, and of course as you may well know lawyers can
disagree, but our attorneys felt that we needed to clarify some very important legal distinctions in the final Phase I settlement.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

You know, usually in billing inserts we identify for

customers what has changed.

I call your attention to one which says, "These

are the regulations which may come about,"

\vhich kind of gives an indication

that something reallyisgoing .. that that's what's going to happen.
only PacBell and General proposals, not the Commission
in that.

Because

decisions, appeared

Does that bother you at all?

MR. WILK:

Well, we want to--r think this is all kind of ..

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. WILK:

More confusion?

Well, it might be more confusion, but on the other hand I

think that there is an equally persuasive argument that, that, perhaps it's
time that we prepare people for the fact that change is likely.

Where that

change goes, what specifics will be included in that change, obviously, are
yet to beconcluded.

But we thought, and I still think, it is to the enlight-

ened self interests to the consumers of this State, residential, consumer and
otherwise, that commercial and otherwise, that, that in fact, we need to alert
them to the, to the, to the possibility of change and to encourage them to be
in the process, Senator.

This is something that, you know, I've shared with

you on a number of occasions.

We want to encourage people to participate in

our process. I think we would have been far more susceptible to criticisms
had we not encouraged the local exchange companies to alert their consumers
to the fact that these proceedings are underway.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Just, just--It kind of looks like a fait accompli.
You know, it just, it looks like this is what's ahead in 1988,and yet it may
11ot be•.

You may have created more confusion.
-6-

MR. WILK:

Senator, ..

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
tr

You may have created more confusion, may

more confusion

con-

would have happened if something had come out

ter you made the decision which said it's going to take place in sixty days.
MR. WILK:

Well, again, I guess that it depends upon how you, how you

view the desirability of alerting the consumers, telecommunication consumers
f
f

s State, the fact that there is a major proceeding underway that could
and to encourage them to participate in the process.
one's

It was cer-

to suggest that fait accompli in any telephone

suggests for a moment that their proposals of fait accompli has got a
coming.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Just last week the PUC announced another investiga-

tion into PacBell's request for greater leeway in providing enhanced services.
Isn't this also an ambitious proposal ... with what is already on your agenda?
MR. WILK:

Senator, I'm not sure I follow the question.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well,'PUC begins review of Pacific Bell's proposal

new enhanced telephone services." (Holds up press clipping)
MR. WILK:
Hmmhuh.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

OK?

Shouldn't this wait until after you have this ...

MR. WILK: No, I think the availability of new and enhanced services is
that we should be considering on an ongoing basis.

The question

us today, Senator, and this investigation, is how do we regulate the
, how do we, how do we determine the future?

Why jeopardize the

lability of new services that the consumers, both residential and comI don't see that that needs to be held up.
In
l may wish to have.
and correct me if I'm wrong--Carl maybe you can, you can clarify this,
m told that the FCC this past summer, frankly, allowed all the regional
s to do exactly this without

ing regulatory approval.

on its own came to us saying the we're not going to do anything
your approval.

So in a way, they went beyond what was necessary.

that's--yeah I think that's accurate.

So, there's no reason to stop

and the, and the availability of new
because we have the investigation going on.

es and new products
However,

if I might just

on the answer, if we find that there are questions involved in, for
the deployment of these services that are very closely intertwined
proceeding, then, yes, we would, we would certainly I think cons
-7-

I

holding them out for that.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well, we've also heard that you have a shortage of

staff.
That they're busy doing all kinds of things--do you have enough staff
for this kind of thing?
MR. WILK:

As far as I know, I don't ...

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. WILK:

Staff, for staff, right?

Well, you know I feel we've got plenty of staff, Mr. Chairman.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

You originally

announce~

Commissioner, that Phase III

of the investigation would investigate whether or not competition should be allowed within the local service areas. Has the announcement by Pacific Bell to
allow competition within the LATA changed

the dynamics of your investigation?

I'm told you would like to relinquish that issue in Phase II.
MR. WILK:

In fact, I think that as a result of the prehearing conference,

Mr. Chairman, we have in fact formally gone back I think more closely to the
original agenda and pushed all of the intraLATA competition, major competition
issues into Fhase III.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. WILK:

Into Phase III?

So, it's not part of ...

Yeah,the only thing with it, we wanted to try to do in phase

II is allow the parties, to the extent that they desired, to link filings
with Phase II and phase III into phase II filings so that we had a, had a
notion as to where they were going.

Some of these issues are, obviously,

linked.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

And finally, you've been quoted in the financial

journals that you believe that California's telecommunications regulatory
environment will begin changing rapidly.

Since you are the assigned Commis-

sioner on this investigation, I'd like to know, what problems you see with
present rate of return regulation and what you personally believe is the most
important change that needs to occur in a new regulatory structure?
MR. WILK:
future,

Well, I think rate of return regulation, Senator, is for the

frankly, is archaic.

I think, I agree with you that up to this point,

rate of return regulation has resulted in very substantial revenue reductions
in the telecommunications area. I personally have seen, and presided over, a
revenue requirement reductions for Pacific
of about a half of billion dollars, so far,
General Telephone.

Bell·~-

I think that their approach

and recently $386,000,000 for

So from that standpoint, rate of return, traditional rate

of return rate based regulation, obviously, has had some financial rewards
for consumers.

I'm not absolutely convinced that had we had some other type

of regulation, sharing mechanisms and others that are being proposed by DRA,
-8-

PacBell, and General, that we wouldn't have received very similar bene
My own personal opinion is, and I think if you

ch you

take a look at other states,

asked us to do, all major states in this country, in fact,

California is far behind, have concluded that the time has come to develop
a system of regulation that acknowledges that we have today a blending

between monopoly services--no one is arguing that we continue to have monopoly
with increasingly competitive aspects to the delivery of telecomservices in this State.

And I think that we need this investiga-

tions purpose is to say, what is the best way that we as regulators can oversee this process, so that we don't create a perverse incentive.

And some

people believe that rate of return regulation provides perverse incentives.
It is a retrospective, hindsight dominated process.

When, in fact, particu-

larly in telecommunications, with technology driving costs down, and the
rapid development of, of, of new products and services, that we should be
having a more prospective view, and that's the reason why I believe personally
that we do need to consider ways to improve the regulatory response and overs

in this industry in particular.

But where that goes and what we may,

or may not replace rate of return regulation with, of course, is the subject
of the investigation.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Those that want to make the change,

ought to make

case?
MR. WILK:
s on them.

Oh, absolutely, no question about it.

The burden for change

I've only indicated a willingness to entertain, if you will, and

that's what that article was, a willingness to entertain and also express
sympathy with the view that traditional hindsight rate of return regulation
on its way, on its way out.

But what it's replaced with, Senator,

s an open question.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
and the abil
MR. WILK:

I guess that finally then, the concept of"open proces::

of everybody woo has some :input, tD be involved without the concerr
be
, I think is final
the ... (chuckle)
Senator, I know, and I, and I have had as many people knock on

door I m sure that have knocked on your door about this and maybe even a

fe~

more.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. WILK:

(chuckle)

Right.

The fact is that I absolutely agree with you.

And the worst

Commission could do is to make a silly mistake in due orocpss
for the sake of trying to move ahead on policy decisions.
However, I forewarn
everyone, that it is clear that we could give time, ad infinitum, to this
-9-

process.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

No, I, I ...

MR. WILK: And ultimately people are not going to like decisions that
are, that are, that are promulgated and, and as a result will claim that somehow they were shut out of the process. So we have to be very careful to draw
a distinction between policy differences and policy fears and, in fact, legitimate due process rights.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. WILK:

O.K.

Thank you very much.

Thank you, Senator.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Now, William Thompson, the project manager of the

division of Ratepayer Advocates.
MR. WILLIAM THOMPSON:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. THOMPSON:
views.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman.

Good morning.

Thank you for the opportunity to be here to express our

As you know, the division of Ratepayer Advocates's represents the

interests of all utility ratepayers.

And as independent advocates, the views

that we express don't necessarily represent those of the Commission.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. THOMPSON:

I understand that.

I have a, I have a brief five minute opening statement

in which I would like to address three major areas.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. THOMPSON:
for ratepayers.
Pacific Bell.
proposal.

Fine.

One is why we believe that the DRA proposal is a good deal

Secondly, we'd like to contrast our proposal to that of
And we have some real serious concerns about Pacific Bell's

Third, I'd like to touch upon the reasons that we believe that a

change to the regulatory system is appropriate at this time.
\€ :in DRA feel that the cost of telephone service regulatory system has served us

well and that we've done a good job.

For example, in 1984 Pacific Bell re-

quested a $1.3 billion rate increase.

And since that time we have actually

decreased the rates by over $.5 billion.
for improvement.

However, we feel that there is room

The DRA proposal will guarantee automatic annual rate de-

creases without regulatory lag.

This will be accomplished by the replacement

of the detailed rate case review mechanism with an indexing system which will
impose productivity standards.

Our proposal will hold utility management's

feet to the fire, however, it will give them the opportunity to do well for
themselves, but only if they do well for the ratepayer.

In the recent past

we have seen some dramatic rate decreases, and we expect this trend to con-10-

We project the ratepayers will be due nearly $2 billion in rate decreases by 1993.

And our proposal will

SENATOR RUSSELL:

Can I

these

ses.

pursue thAt?

SENATOR ROSF.NT:HA.T.:
Yeah.
SENATOR NEWTON RUSSELL:
Ah, what's the basis of that rate reduction?
I

that because of technology?
ie
Or what?

Or is that because we're squeezing the utili-

These projections were, were made assuming the continuation of the current system, cost and service regulation with annual attrition
reviews, rate case reviews, and the continued declining rates as based on
as

concerning productivity and favorable economic conditions.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Is the a, is that projection, not the amount, but the

direction?
MR. THOMPSON:

Yes.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

Is that generally agreed upon by all parties?

Utili-

the Commission and the rate--and the consumers?
the magnitude or, but is everybody agreed that ...
MR. WILK:
proj

Unfortunately, DRA is the only party that has filed any

in this case.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

f

Well, are people saying, "Boy, you're way out in left

ld?" or "Yeah,that looks pretty good, we agree with that".

Or what kind

response, you know?
MR. WILK:
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. WILK:

(chuckle)
Never mind.

Your smile answers my question, I think

Those are, those are Senator Russell, those are obvi-

numbers ... ah based upon ...
RUSSELL:

, but

I'm

from

to

is,

general consensus that we are mov ng, or should move in that direcs this just their side of the
. WILK:

cture?

I think that, I think that, generally and I'll let Bill

imself, but I think based upon my discussions with the industry,
think most people see this as a declin

cost industry.

of those costs, are very much open to questions.
one, you know one group's opinion about
SENATOR RUSSELL:

But the

So these are

they might be.

Thank you.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Welcome, Senator Russell.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

You don't allow the audience to speak out like that.
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SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

No, no, we'll .. the audience will have an opportunity

to be on "mike" at some point ... (chuckles) We'll not miss you, Mr. Vice Chairman.
MR. THOMPSON:

Could I expand on that response, a little bit?

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. THOMPSON:

Yes.

First, I'd like to agree with Commissioner Wilk, I think

it's generally acknowledged that costs are moving in a downward direction
because of productivity gains and what the precise number will be for a specific company, is dependent on the analyst and what assumption he makes about
future developments. As I was saying ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
Just a follow-up on that.

It is your view then that

PacBell rate freeze for customers might be detrimental?
MR. THOMPSON:

I was just getting to that.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. THOMPSON:

O.K.

As I was saying, the, the downward trend in cost is some-

thing we expect to continue.
We project rate declines in the neighborhood
of $2 billion by 1993. Our proposal will capture these rate decreases and
then by way of contrast in looking at the Pacific Bell proposal, they propose
to freeze residential rates until 1992 and then raise them during a period of
declining costs.

Then they propose to nearly double rates with the small
In fact, the Pacific

business customer during a period of declining costs.

Bell proposal contains no mechanism to recognize rate decreases.
In summary, the Pacific Bell proposal is nothing more than a scheme to
avoid regulatory intervention while costs are declining.
is a moratorium on any more PUC rate reductions.

What Pacific wants

We estimate that adoption

of the Pacific Bell plan will result in a billion dollar windfall for Pacific
Bell.
The last topic I'd like to touch upon is, why change regulation at this
particular time? We believe that the immediate need for some realignment to
the industry relates to the emergence of new and competitive services that are
provided over the phone lines.

These services are commonly referred to as

information aids services, or enhanced services.

The current cost of service

regulatory system is not well suited to handle these types of new and competitive services,
of these services.

bec~use

ratepayers are currently at risk for the development

An example is, Pacific Bell's Project Victoria.

Victoria costs ratepayers between $30 and $80,000,000.
think

l

l.'ould <'Xpliiin the specifics ol wh;il

it

doc~s,

I'm sorry, I don't

T just

know of

was u project, it was something that was going to be marketed.
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Project
iL.

lt

MR. WILK:

I can give you a lame exolanation.

As I understand it,

i t basically expanded the ca9acity of the telephone lines going into the
house

instead of having two pair, what is it, two doubles?

You can have

voice and data at the same time, I believe, is one of the outgrowths of
it.

It was an expansion idea.

And I believe that the reason why it didn't

go through is because of the problems with the MFJ court decision.
MR. THOMPSON:
were at

That's correct.

This oroject was ... the ratepayers

sk for the development of this project.

It was developed by

Pacific, even though they weren't sure they would be able to market it,
the cost between $30-80,000,000 sitting on shelf collecting dust.
MR. WILK:

Producing a revenue.

MR. THOMPSON:

DRA's plan would place stockholders at risk for the deve

ment of these kinds of services.

We believe by placing the risk on the appro-

priate party will lead to the cost effective develonment and deployment of
these new services.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
I

And that concludes my opening remarks.

Thanks.

Mr. Chairman, I've got a couple observations .. trying ...

know that .. and Mrs. Siegel has brought this to our attention, that there's

some justification for the premise--is that, in developing all these
sophisticated devices, and so forth, that basically serve the business community . . . . if we put that on the ratepayers, the ratepayers pays for that, and
the basic citizen really doesn't get much personal benefit.

However, I, some-

how maybe the analogy is not correct, but I remember reading in the industrial
revolution when the handwork was being replaced by machines, and so forth, and
the workers were throwing sand in the gear and sabotaging and everythino,
because they were fearful about losing their jobs.

But the industrial revolu-

brought tremendous benefits to the small individual, as well as the
alists and so forth and so on.

So the good was spread around.

Is

there any kind, in your opinion, any kind of an analogy that it takes some
money and support of the small ratepayer to improve the system, even though
there's
the

no direct benefit, but that overall the entire system benefits
ic.

We have, I think, one of the finest, have had one of the finest

telecommunications system in the world, and that benefits the ratepayer, the
individual.

If, however, there's a hindrance in al

the telephone com-

paines, telecommunication companies to exnand and develop in ways that boggle
my mind, even though it may not have an immediate direct benefit to the ratepayer, and even though they may not be able to have immediate reductions,
overall it benefits everybody, it benefits the country, it benefits business,
-13-

it benefits everybody.

Is there any truth to that general premise, in your

opinion?
MR. THOMPSON=
SENATOR RUSSELL:

None, whatsoever .. in this particular case.
No, in the case I'm talking about .. in general terms.

MR. THOMPSON= Well, I suppose there are situations where there are
societal benefits to developing something and it's in society's interest to
invest in that. This isn't one of them.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

O.K., you're saying then that the stockholders should bear

the expense of any new expansion and they should run the risk if there's a
benefit, they should reap the benefit, if there's a loss -- they suffer that?
Is that what you're saying?
MR. THOMPSON:
SENATOR RUSSELL :

Yes, in the area of new services, that's correct.
Thank you.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Aside from the increasing rates, maintaining good

quality of service for telephone Users fumy greatest concern withthe

probable

changes that are taking place. As we move toward greater regulatory freedom,
how do you perceive that we continue to oversee the quality of service?
MR. THOMPSON: The DRA proposal, we propose to continue monitoring the
quality of service, quality of service would continue to be a concern.

We

would continue, basically continue to oversee service quality as we do today.
There would be no change in that area.

The changes we are proposing are to

economic regulations, mechanisms.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Do you have any concerns about the cross subsidization

in those proposals before the PUC?
MR. THOMPSON:

Yes, I do.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. THOMPSON:

Do you want to expound on them a little bit?

A major difference between our self and Pacific Bell's

proposal is that Pacific would have all the traditional monopoly services, and
new services and competitive services, all in one mix.

Which would .. let me

think, I think that's not really responsive to your question.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. THOMPSON:

Is there any way of separating?

Well, yes .. yes in our proposal we would separate out the

competitive services t.hrough a cost allocation means so that we could clearly
identify those competitive services and place stockholders at risk for those
services.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

The PUC has continued to say that we're on the verge

of change in the telecommunications arena, which we must respond to.
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I don't

whether we should respond to those changes before we know what the scope
f the change is, or anticipate what it might be ... and that's one of my
concerns.
In other words ... would you like to comment on ...
LK: Senator, we face that same dilerrma in the AT&T issue. As you
that investigation was started in 1985, long before I came on board or
1

many of my colleagues came on board to the Corrmission.

The concern

I mean it was related to the same issue, which is, how .. are we in a
f trying to predict what the future will be like, or would we prefer
to basically to make certain assumptions and make sure we have
place and we act on those assumptions, and make sure we have in place
very careful monitoring and observation in place, so that, in fact, if we
criteria in place to measure the performance of the utility so that in
ase

hap?ens that we don't like, we can go back and fix it.

And

we basically decided in the AT&T case that the latter approach was better.
Which is, basically not to try to Predict what the future will hold, but rather
make certain assumptions about what the future will hold and then put in place
1

a scheme of regulations and relied very heavily on observation,

Bill has suggested, for example, service auality.

There will be absolutely

abdication of service quality in the State, if anything, we want to see
better service quality in the State, even beyond the excellent standard of
excellence we've already achieved.
f the

And incidentally service quality is one

rst things you hear about, if it droos.

the eas

st of the objectives to monitor.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

That, in my judgment, will

I'm not sure if that's responsive

Yeah, how do you monitor them after you deregulate

?

. WI

Well, first of all, Senator and I need to make this very clear

se in the staff document, as well, it relies heavi
that we're going to deregulate.

on the word .. the
ating.

We are not dere

We are not

ion in everybody's mind is akin to unregulation.
anything.

We

We're increasing flexibility, utility respon-

ss to changing circumstances, we are not deregulating.
our responsibilities, have in Place just

reasonable rates,

a constitutional obligation, but we're looking for
s this continuing preoccupation with the not

We're not going
lity and

that somehow

s

sian's going to deregulate--we are not go
to
late.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Well, but in the process, aren't you letting go
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of some of the "stick" that you have, in terms of what's happening?
MR. WILK:

Well, that presumes what we may finally end up doing and again

I don't want to speculate on it .. on what we're going to end up doing.
will say that we can replace the "stick''.

But I

If in fact we can replace the

"stick" with a carrot and get the same results, what's wrong with that? And
I think, I think that some would suggest that opening up, for example, rate
of return regulation and getting away from the hindsight to the perspective-Putting the com?any at risk, putting the compaines feet to the fire to improve
its own productivity, through natural competitive means, is a far better way
of doing things then having, frankly, government step in and say, "We think
we're better managers of your operation."
difference.

I'll admit that's a philosophical

But, I don't think we're giving up a "stick" I think we're re-

Placing it with a carrot, if the carrot doesn't work the "stick'' is always
still there.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Even under the circumstance of where rates will be

going up, when they ought to be going down--under their scenario?
MR. WILK:

Well, it ... I don't believe that again that would require me to

comment on the PacBell ?roposal, that's up to PacBell to defend itself.

I have

said publicly, in fact it may have been at the very same event that you were
quoting about earlier, my concern over social contract and rate freezes and
whether or not we're just not locking in 9lace rates that are higher than they
should be.
itself.

So, I share that concern.

It's uo to PacBell, frankly, to defend

With respect to raising other rates, frankly, I have a difference of

ooinion with the division of Ratepayer Advocates, at least in perception
anyway.

And that is that there are some services that, frankly, are below

cost that shouldn't be in below cost.
some price increases.

They should be .. there ought to be

And I think you will see, and I think that you have

already heard from some of the oeople whose economic self interest it is to
keep the rates lower than, frankly, than they should be.

So, I do think

that there ought to be some realignment rates, Senator, in order to be able
to bring, frankly, prices to cost.
operating in this State.

That's the way we ought to try to be

Now that we're doing it in the electric industry

and gas, we ought to be trying to do it in telecommunications too.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

One final question, Mr. Thompson.

You filed a peti-

tion to change the timetable for witness input on Phase II .. you've heard the
Commissioner indicate that may not be the problem.
MR. THOMPSON:

Want to comment?

Yes, I'm gratified to hear Commissioner Wilk state that
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that there will be some changes.
Law j
f

The schedule adopted by the Administrative

would greatly disadvantage DRA and advantage Pacific Bell.
1

we wouldn't be

adequate time to prepare.

too soon, early November.
judgment in this case.

First

The hearings are

Secondly, we see no need for a rush to

We believe that we should take as much time as we

need to consider this very serious issue.

For example, if the Commission

decide that we should continue with cost of service regulation, then
we cou

wrap

s whole thing up in fairly short order.

However, if, if

decide conceptually to adopt something that's a departure from the current system, then we're going to need time to consider those implementation
ls.

And those are our concerns.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Assemblywoman Moore has arrived.

about completed our first panel.

We've just

Let me give you an opportunity, if you'd

like, to raise questions of either the Commissioner or Mr. Thompson.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN GWEN MOORE:

Let me apologize for being late.

I

was .. I

got delayed in another earlier .. I started out at a 7:30 breakfast this morning
because you know how important I think this hearing is.

And I'm sorry I missed

the testimony of Commissioner Wilk and certainly of William Thompson.

So, my

that I have, and I had questions, you know that I had indicated to
Mitch earlier since yesterday and I'm sure he responded to them and I underhe had an announcement to make, that I probably missed, that he was going
the hearing--did he give us a time or did he agree with .. did William

to

Thompson and the department of Ratepayer Advocates prevail?
MR. WILK:
I'm not certain that they prevailed, but to the extent that they
wanted more time, we have not decided on a specific amount of time Chairwoman
Moore.

We have instead, I'm in the process of, in fact, finalizing exactly how

much more time we need after working with the assigned ALJ and we are going
extend the hearing time, I believe at this juncture we're looking at beginhearings instead of November 7, November 29, having the Christmas break
-both of those are now associated, are identical with the DRA proposal.

How

much additional time we are still sorting out, looking at all the different
for additional time just to see how much we, we need.

And let me

just share with you, as I shared with Chairman Rosenthal and Senator Russell
earl

would be a silly error on our part to go through this entire pro-

cess to make a mistake on due process.

We have enough policy decisions that

have to reach that will be contentious enough, I'm certain that the last
th

in the world any of us want to do is to make a mistake on due process.
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But I will say, as I indicated earlier, that in the final analysis there will
always be those who will allege due process problems and the lack of sufficent
hearing time, when in fact, I would urge this Commission .. this Committee to
understand that a lot of those complaints are going to occur, regardless of
what we do.

And that as a practical matter I would urge you not to confuse

policy differences of opinion versus due process issues.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I think we're all aware of that, but I think that

the thing that Im most concerned about, and I have to be honest with you, is
that due process represents more than just a timeframe.

It doesn't do any

good and people don't feel that they've had due process if your mind is already
made up before they go through the motions ...
MR. WILK:

There's absolutely nothing •..

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

And there was some indication, and in some of the

comments, and I have some copies of the comments that you made that gave that
impression, that a decision was already imminent from some of the things that
were done without hearing all the, all the sides that had to be represented.
And I know that you understand how important it is that with the decision that
has the kind of impact, that a decision to do regulatory reform that you're
talking about, which will undue what has been done for the last fifty years
you know, necessitate an

extraordinary kind of hearing so that people can be

heard, and I just hope that due process means just that--that people will
have due time to make their presentations and all thoughts will be considered
in the final judgment.
MR. WILK:

Ms.

Moore, you have my assurance that .. this committee also

had my assurance of that a year ago when we started this process.

The fact is,

is that I have not made up my mind, regardless of how people may wish to cast
a particular judgment.

I have said that I think the time has come for change.

I think we as I have communicated earlier this morning, I think we need to move
away from the retrospective hindsight type of regulation.

I think that anybody

that is close to this industry, with very few exceptions that I know of, have
already admitted that the time has come for this.
behind many, many other states
But where that goes

a1~d

In fact California is far

in this country and moving in this direction.

how we get there, and how much change which will actu-

ally occur is anybody's guess.

I have made it very clear, very clear to all

the parties that the burden of proof

~

to where we go and how we get there

depends on their ability to come to the table and to justify their proposals.
And that's, frankly, the key and nothing I've done has certainly been intended
-18-

to short-circuit that process.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
had is one of

I guess the whole tone of the kinds of
liberalizing or almost

that

.. I know you don't

that deregulation word. You know, that "d" word. But certainly everythat we're seeing seems to move in that direction
Whether, instead
f

perhaps looking at some alternatives that would accomplish the same kinds
without relaxing some of the controls at a time that they are probAnd I think that's one of the real concerns with change.

Obvi-

New York is taking a different tone and whereas California normally is
one that sets the trends.

New York is doing something that, that seems

we've kind of overlooked and that's looking at what can be done to
investments and other things without further liberalizing.

Has the division

of Ratepayer Advocates followed the New York proceedings at all?
m
SON We did ... considering our proposal we looked at proceedings in
states and other mechanisms that were adopted in other states.
MR. WILK:

Ms. Moore, can I also respond too?

As a practical matter,

someone has a proposal to make that, frankly, is more consistent with your
ew, we would certainly be willing to hear it.

I mean, we have, we have, I

at least three very solidly good proposals on a lot of different repects,
s, PacBell's, General Telephone's.

All of these have components that,

, based upon my initial reading of them have some components that make
Now, whether one ought to prevail over another or whether we ought to

s

ider taking, taking the best of each and perhaps some more ideas.

Who

where that process ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: Well, again I just think that, and I've got to tell
we're going to, because of the significance of all this, and what I
perce
PUC

to be a whole direction of change and little time to do
that we real
neeo to pay closer attention to what's going on in

then perhaps we have in the past.

I guess, you know, the whole way

ve set
this hearing,this whole en bane and all the things that have gone
over the
year, it just seems to me that regulatory, you know this
hearing now conflicts with the general rate cases and everything else
's going on, don't have the staff and the personnel to do all the kinds
ngs that are occurrina. And I'm just concerned that this major
t in policy in California, that will have impact for decades to come, is
to get the close scrutiny and the staff time that's necessary
use there are so many other things going on at the same time.
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MR. WILK:

May I just respectfully disagree Mrs. Moore?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. WILK:

O.K.

I think we have ample staff to take care of this.

We are ...

this investigation has not conflicted with our carrying out the existing
rules.

The rules, after all, stay the same until they're changed.

And we

have been vigorous in our enforcement in the past year and a half I've been
on the Commission.
Bell

ill

I have personally approved rate decreases for Pacific

excess of a half billion dollars for General Telephone and close to

$400,000,000. I think the process ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Well, I know you don't want me to go into all those

things. . .
MR. WILK:

I know, but all I'm saying is, is that I'm using those as an

example of the fact, that this investigation is not inhibiting our ability
as you. . .
ASSEMBYWOMAN MOORE:

Well, let me put it like this.

Let me ask the DRA

people, how many staff people do you have assigned to your division?
MR. THOMPSON:
ject.

I currently have three people working for me on this pro-

So that's on a full time basis.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

That's four people including myself.

How many are in DRA, in the DRA, how many then are

assigned to the rate case?
MR. THOMPSON:

Division of Ratepayers?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

The telephone aspect of DRA?

I guess some of you

are doing work in other areas?
MR. THOMPSON:

Yes, there's approximately 50 people in DRA working in

telecommunications cases.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

O.K.

MR. THOMPSON: Fifty, yes.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: O.K.
reform proceedings?

How many professional staff?

Fifty?

How many are assigned to the regulatory

Is that how you do it?

Tell me how you assign.

MR. THOMPSON: As project manager of this particular case, my total focus
is this case coming up with doing the technical analysis, coming up with the
proposals, and so I'm not .. it's difficult for me to respond because I don't
know what the staffing is in other areas.
MR. WILK:

I can specifically •..

Mrs. Moore I have never received, nor have any to my knowledge

any of the Commissioners

received any complaints from DRA that they're under-

staffed , that they can't do th-o j oh; in fact) I think their nroposal sneaks
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for itself.

The

fac~

that they ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
at

e

Well, I think that one of the th

Oil was

they were going to be pr

that

did

stretched doing all

ings that ...
MR. WILK:

Well, I haven't seen, I haven't seen evidence of it yet.

ASSEMBLY1ilOMAN MOORE: ... were goinc:r to go on.
MR.

LK:

I

think that they're doing an outstanding job here.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Well, I mean, I guess what I'm really

ing to

stand is, either you're going to be stretched or you're not.

If you've

got a small staff and you're doing two or three major hearings, you know,
the one year rate case person and was told that we didn't have the staff
and the stuff to do it. Anrl now you've got three proceedings in one, all
going on at the same time, and I
MR. WILK:

just wonder what kind of ...

All I can say Mrs. Moore is that I believe, I

am convinced,

at we have adequate staff to do the job we need to do and I would say,
judge us on our results.
ASSEMBLY1i70MAN MOORE:

I'm not going to prolong this.

Can I

just .. like

see the staffing pattern that's going on and that will be used in each of
ings, and how the staff is deployed, and what's going on at that
se
ime, because I want to insure that people who feel some competence in the
tmcnt
and

Division of Ratepayer Advocates, that they're being

rc~rcsc~t~d,

their concerns are being represented, that it is truly doing so.
so I d like to see that.

I'm just sorry that I missed the rest of your

stimony.
MR. WILK:

As I say, judge for yourself.

standing report.

I think they've come out with

I have some problems with it, in some respects, but

s been one that viewed the results as being more important in many
and I think that if they had staff problems, I don't think they would
le to come out with some of the work that they have.
Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
I do have ...
SEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
Oh, can I ask one last question, I'm sorry, I won't
t again.
s

Tell me, what was the thotight behind putting over the competitive

to ilia e III of this, isn't that kind of like putting t~e cart before
horse?
MR. WILK:

Well, frankly, it was to try to use the time efficiently.

we re goi11g, in essence we're going back to the original schedule Mrs. Moore.
s nothing new.

We're just basically going back to the original schedule
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where Phase III was going to take care of intraLATA competition issues.
ASSEMBLYWOM&~

MOORE:

But wasn't the idea behind the competition was to

give the utilities the flexibility in Phase II ...
MR. WILK:

IntraLATA competition ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: ... to be able to be competitive.

I mean, so how do

you divorce the two?
MR. WILK:

Well, we have and we have as far as I know based upon the

consensus we heard at the prehearing conference was to defer a lot of those
issues to Phase III like it was originally contemplated.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. WILK:

Oh, consensus between whom?

Of the parties.

going to miss my plane.

Mrs. Moore if I don't get out of here, I'm

I've got to the Diablo ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: Oh, I bet you will.
here.

I'm just sorry that I wasn't

O.K.
MR. WILK:

That's ok.

I've got a Diablo Canyon hearing this afternoon

which is also rather a small issue ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Well, next, when I hold my hearing maybe we can

get a little better cooperation, a little longer attendance.

I'm just sorry

I had to be a little late.
MR. WILK:

I don't think there's a problem with cooperation on behalf of

PUC, Mrs. Moore.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well, fine.
Thank you, Commissioner.

other questions for the DRA?
utility .. California utilities.

O.K.

We'll, I guess .. any

All right we'll move to the next panel.

Local

Bruce Jamieson, Timothy McCallion and Barry

Ross.
MRS. SYLVIA SIEGEL:

I'm sorry to have to go out of order.

My statement

will be extemporaneous as it usually is. I'm one of the parties in the Diablo
case too and the hearings there will start at two o'clock.
While it's true that technical innovations are forcing a new look at
regulation in the telecommunication industry, I think we have to proceed
cautiously.

What is happening now at the Commission, I'm sure you're all

aware, is not only a review of a general rate case that has been going on for
several years, not because of anyone's intention to extend it except the
company itself.

In other words, every time a witness comes in to dispute

PacBell's testimony, PacBell in return puts on three witnesses.
.tlonc

That fact

has extended the general rate case way beyond its normal time.
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We would

been happy to have seen that resolved a Jong time ago and it should
any

fore you

in the way of regu

to look at what you have now.
what exists now.

dis

been.

ion, I think

And we do not have a proper

Before we take anything apart, before you attempt to in-

, before you allow unfettered new services

for in part by

, I think it's important to do a stand alone cost study of
system, so we know precisely what it

cos~to

serve local cus-

then know what any incremental costs are for enhanced services and
that depend on the basic infrastructure.

Until we

that

f study, you are invoking new programs, new changes, forcing the rateto become the capitalist investors, and that's not the role of the rates, and I think even Senator Russell would agree with me on that.

But I

think it's important to proceed cautiously, to thoroughly explore everything
s involved in this case and other related cases.
f related cases.

And there are a number

Not only do we have this investigation going on, but the

advice letters are coming in so thick and fast, I can't even keep up with
stand one came on the eighteenth that conflicts with some of the th

s

have been affected, like the so-called settlement on rate of return.
even had time to dig that one out and look at it.

I

We have to be very

ious. I don't trust PacBell as far as you can throw a digital switch. And I,
what you have to do is examine each piece of it very closely and expieces fit together.

I respectfully submit that our witness

lter Boulder, who is one of the prominent telecommunication

economis~

, is preparing his testimony now, as are experts from all of
other intervenors.

Those testimonies are not in today, and I expect that's
couldn't answer some of your questions.

We have to

comes in, until everyone has an

to rev

s tested by the process of cross examination to determine if there
laws
p

or if there are any addenda that need to be made, and to
and have the smokers at least take a look at it.

And I'm not

that this assistant Commissioner, or his boss, are real
these th

looking at

in detail and giving it the thought that's

at the current time we do have enough staff.
I'm go
staff cut.

iliat

fJ!s.

If any of this

·to be the first one up here recommending a sub-

We don't need 300 people to watch them monitor a dis-

of a telecommunication system.

We have tried, the Commission

now tried, and you're all aware of this, restructuring the natural gas
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industry.

I have to tell you

it's the biggest mess you ever saw.

ask the utilities, all the parties agree, it's chaotic.

And you

That's why, that's

why ladies and gentlemen I think it's urgent to proceed cautiously to give
everybody enough time to go into the nitty gritty, this is the only time
we're going to have to go into the nitty gritty.
our money back now.
rue ID ~refunded.

First, and foremost, we want

We still have hundreds of millions of dollars that are

I don't want this melted into some hocus pocus scheme and

they're going to throw us a bone, that really isn't even a bone.
cost anything to knock off the touch-tone service.
Bell a huge amount of money,

Touch-tone will save Pac-

because it involves less holding time on the line

if you have a touch-tone phone.

So they're going to save money if they get rid

of those charges and implement it universally.
and have been from the beginning.
have forty mile calling areas.

It doesn't

The'zum" charges are a fraud

We live in metropolitan areas, we need to

What's good enough for Atlanta, Georgia, is

good enough for this civilized community of Los Angeles and the other metropolitan areas in California. That can be done, sir. And that will enhance
the growth of the telecommunication industry, if you have everybody have available calling within their community of interest, that's forty miles.

It's

forty miles here in Los Angeles, it's forty miles in San Diego, its forty miles
in Orange County, it's forty miles in Sacramento, San Francisco and Fresno,
and would become so in the new growing north San Joaquin valley area.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MRS. SIEGEL:
Senator.

For the same price?

You bet for the same price.

They're not going down fast enough.

Because prices are going down
We have something like

$700,000,000 on the table now that's due to refund.

They're going to mess

around with it and they're going to play a shell game, offsetting one thing
against another for four months mabybe, it's not clear, not on an annual basis.
It's not clear and I have to analyze that advice letter.

They're going to

play around with all of these games, they're very slick.

And if you follow

the history, as l know you do Senator Russell, you know that every 6 months they
have a little change to their master plan. They did in the submission now
under George Smith's testimony, they've added a couple of other components.
I urge you, you are the only thing we have to rely on. We have twenty-what?seven million people in this State. It's not necessary that every house in
California have voice and data transmission capability.

We have it now.

If

I had a computer in my house, and I may get one, I can work it very well with
the quality of transmission and switches we have now on Pac-Bell.
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So can

everyone else.

No household is going to out in extenseive banks of comryuters,

kind of enhancement of the infrastructure is strict

s

~

for the benefit of

PacBell and
to be
in at investor expense.
SENATOR RUSSELL: A question on that ...
MRS. SIEGEL: Go ahead.
SENATOR RUSELL:
monitors

on that point,

when we were in France we saw the

.V. type monitors, where you have all kinds of services, and those
to businesses as well as homes.

were

Now, that kind of equipment,

can that function as well, in your opinion, on the existing system?
MRS. SIEGEL:

Yes.

SENATOR RUSSELL:
you're say

Yes.
Or does there need to be, you see, what--I hear what

and there is a lot of truth in it, but what concerns me is that

there isanoverall growth in improvement of all kinds of goods and services
in this country as scientific advances progress.

And if we say, well, this

is good enough for everybody here then it seems to me somewhere in the mix of
that then slows down the overall growth so that in twenty or thirty
years

instead of being up here in competitive status with everybody else maybe

were down here.
MRS. SIEGEL:

Do you understand what I'm trying to say?
Senator, as you know, my two children are electrical

engineers in the computer field and believe me they would push me from their
end into accepting

modernization--w~ich

I

do, up to a point.

But, why should

who are buying a basic necessity pay to modernize, and pay to enhance an industry?

This is not their responsibility.

SENATOR RUSSELL:

And I, I don't think they should.

But, by the same

token, there is a modernization that goes on at all levels for everybody.
SIEGEL:
RUSSELL:

In ten, fifteen, twenty years it, what we do

will

where we are then.
MRS. SIEGEL:

Senator, several months ago I was at a conference where

were a lot of independent telecommunications purveyors.
ide businessmen.
1.

They were

They were regulators and the regulated companies there

The outside businessmen said they're perfectly capable of providing
but they're doing it. So, I
services. They are not only will
to be encouraged. As you know, the computer development was

ivate industry.

Not by a regulated industry.

The new fax machine is

developed as a, at a rapid pace, not by regulated companies but by priAnd the saturation level there, in the small time-frame where
vate
has grown so rapidly, is an amazing thing. And it's all being done under
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the guise of private industry.
are too.

I'm all for free enterprise and I know you

I'm not for pushing from the top down the growth of an industry

where the impacts are hideous on the middle class and the low income people.
This doesn't mean that I'm a wart on the wheel of progress either.
to see progress.
machines.

I want

But, for example, not everybody in the world is usinq ATM

Not everybody in the world is using the credit cards that go into

telephone machines.

I sure as hell don't .. excuse me .. I sure don't use them.

I don't trust a lot of these new gadgets.
takes six months to unravel it.

And once you make a mistake, it

We have enough trouble now helping people

unravel their complaints on the existing telephone system.
gress has to be made.

Nonetheless pro-

I think, Senator, if you will look, and I'll be happy

to send you a copy of our testimony and I'm sure the other parties will too,
I want you to know what all is involved.

I don't think anything ought to pro-

ceed until we have: l.we get refunds now with the money that's due back to
us,

I don't want to see them playing games with them; 2. we have a stand

alone cost study; 3. then let's sit down and talk turkey.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

You heard the Commissioner indicate that there would

be more time for interested parties.
MRS. SIEGEL:

Two weeks isn't much time.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MRS. SIEGEL:

OK.

If that's what he said.

I missed what he said.

the schedule was going to go from November 7th to November 29th.

I thought
Beyond that,

I don't know.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
ment on this?

OK.

On this report?

MRS. SIEGEL:

Do you have any .. Can you give us a brief comIs it good?

Little pieces .. little pieces of it are fine.

I'll give you

a full comment on it and present you with our written comments on it.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MRS. SIEGEL:

Fine.

I think they're trying to out maneuver Commissioner Wilk

and think .. and try to guess what he's going to accept.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MRS. SIEGEL:

OK.

Any further questions?

The DRA can be political too.

The only one who isn't

political, is you know who.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: Let me ask .. if I can, I'd like to ask .. Mrs. Siegel..
MRS. SIEGEL:
I got up early this morning.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
How many .. how many proceedings can you handle at
a time?
MRS. SIEGEL:

We're in from seventeen to twenty proceedings a year.
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ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I said ...

Handle them with vary

MRS. SIEGEL:

MOORE

When you got, when you have four or five

how much intervening can you do?
MRS. SIEGEL:

I know about your staffing pattern.

Well, we try to stretch, Ms. Moore, it's extremely diffi-

for one party to get involved in all of the major proceedings at the
're all equally important, if they're major ones.

s

Cow~ission

I don't
to change its schedule because of the intervenors, but

the Commission to give all intervenors a proper amount of time
faith, to pursue their individual interests.

And even though we may

engage outside consultants, our consultants have tight schedules as well, and
time to make their studies, and inves

and recommendations.

It all takes time. You can't 0o it in two minutes.

And I'm not going to be

rushed and I'm not going to stand by and let them push us around and let them
us into a proceeding without the full facts on the table. You're not go1ng
short-cut the process.

I've spent twenty years in this business.

And I'm

a large constituency and their .. they have a right to proper
entation and to proper regulation, and we're not going to be
f

squeez~d

repre~

out

L

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

What about this new process, by invitation only,

you been getting invitation to participate?
. SIEGEL:

I don't get invitations .

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

But you're the intervenor.

MRS. SIEGEL: Well, that may be. I haven't seen any invitations.

You

settle?
MOORF.: Yeah, don't you
that
EGEL:

normal

Well

I

invited to

to repre-

would be on?

think they know my attitude on settlements.

I

think

Settlements .. sometimes settlements on some speci-

re

sue that can save time and
're ro 1

hear

process may be indicated.

the dice, for example, on six billion dollars on the

which is built on a stack of cards
it

ic

in two seconds.

think we're go

I

that settlement agreement is,

think it's

to pay for it

' t be able to enter metal in

s.

I

think it's

the nose for years to come
This

lS

a

year agreement

we re
to be stuck with it because the DRA and their great wisdom,
and PG& throughintervention of Warren Christopher of O'Malveny, and the
litician John Van de Karnp decided in their respective visit .. wisdorn
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it was good to settle that case.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

It's a horror story.

The same is true ...

Of course there were a lot of reasons for doing

that, including the rate of the money that was being accumulated in the fund.
I mean, there are a lot of reasons, and not necessary ...
MRS. SIEGEL:

There may have been some other reasons.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: ..

~hat

it's good.

But I guess the thing that I'm

saying is that, on the big ones you're saying that stipulated agreements are
inappropriate because they don't stand the test of scrutiny

of

all the

parties that would normally intervene.
MRS. SIEGEL:

That's exactly right.

There is just too much at stake.

You know, if you go into this flexibility scheme we will never know what it
costs to provide these services.
subsidy.

We will never be able to follow any cross

And there will be cross subsidy.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Pacific tells me that they have study

after study,

all kinds of cost studies that demonstrate ...
MRS. SIEGEL:

Who tells you that?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Sure, they've said it all along they have.

But I

bet you Bruce Jamieson is going to tell us that.
MRS. SIEGEL:

The cost studies are flawed.

We haven't seen one that was

really a good cost study and we've been after this, as you know, we've testified before these committees
several years.

before.

We've been after this for at least

They .. PacBell's cost study improved a bit, but it still is not

a good cost study.

What you need, basically, is a stand-alone cost study for

local telephone service.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Then, we really have the ....
They say they've got it.

What is it,

twe~ty-nine

something dollars a month?
MRS. SIEGEL:

Well, that's what they say, I don't think it's true.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
They say they've got the facts.
MRS. SIEGEL: Well, that's their facts, according to them.

The facts

according to them and the proposal according to PacBell and General Tel-- I
don't want to leave you out . . .
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I haven't seen General Tel's

study, that's why I

just keep picking on PacBell.
MRS. SIEGEL: .. Area lot different than the facts according to an objective
outside investigator.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

All right, so what you're saying is that the Public

Utilities commission on its own should commission ...
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MRS. SIEGEL:

It's insufficient.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MRS. SIEGEL:

Well, I think they should do it.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MRS. SIEGEL:

Who?

The PUC should do a stand-alone cost study.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
the Commis

They, who?

But they haven't done it.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MRS. SIEGEL:

Who should do the study?

That's what I'm saying.

But you're saying that

should do .. challenge ...

MRS. SIEGEL:

Right, a stand-alone cost study.

I wouldn't rely on Pac-

Bel to do it.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MRS. SIEGEL:

But ...

Not without a lot of input ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

But what I'm hearing from the Commission, they

can't .. whatever they do would be totally dependent on what information they
got from the telephone company. So how do you get an objective study when
the object of who you're trying to be objective to, is the total source of
information?
MRS. SIEGEL:

Except that that's true, Ms. Moore.

I recall four or five

years ago when Dick Gable for us, was doing a study and he couldn't get the
information out of staff, and he couldn't get the information out of the
sources that were assigned from PacBell.

He went to the engineer, the opera-

engineer of PacBell, he asked them a series of questions that answered
what he woula--he had to have. And he aqt thP. information, so you have to know
how to get it, out of which people--and go to the right people to qet it. The
sion staff has a statutory duty and obligation to get the information.
're
It

only ones

that can go directly to the source.

ust takes us longer to dig

the way.

But we can get it.

We can do it too.

out because they'll put more roadblocks in
It costs a lot of money, but you can't proceed

in any kind of restructuring until you have that kind of study.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I guess, finally, my last auestion to you is

centered around this whole notion of modernization and who pays for it and
who shouldn't and obviously you think that basic service does not include
modernization kinds of services.

If everybody benefits, in the sense that

has access to the same kind of services, then do you think that
should pay?
MRS. SIEGEL:

Well, we do have a policy, public policy in this state
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of universal service and we do have a .. but that goes hand in hand with a lot
of other things, if we're not going to have .. if they're going to D average,
then we have to look very closely at how, who pays for the modernization.
So, you can't pick one cherry off of the tree and consider it separately.
There're other pieces that fit into that puzzle and that consideration.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MRS. SIEGEL:

We're going to have to move on.

Alright.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Thank you ...

Thank you very much, Sylvia.

Go catch your plane.

MRS. SIEGEL: .. yery much.
SENATOR ROSENTNAL:

Ground rules.

You've all indicated, it's been indi-

cated to each one of you that you have about ten minutes to make your presentation, so that we can then spend the time asking questions and I'm going
to hold each one of you to that so if you'll just .• this ten pages for example
will have to be synthesized and tell us just briefly what it says.
going to go right to left.

And we're

Mr. Jamieson, Executive Director, Regulatory,

Pacific Bell.
MR. BRUCE F. JAMISON:
and Senator Russell.
for Pacific Bell.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Assemblywoman Moore

I'm Bruce Jamieson, Executive Director, State Regulatory

I'm the project manager for responding to the Commission's

OII investigating change regulatory structures.
copies of them here.

I've prepared remarks; I have

I would like to highlight a few points in those remarks

and talk about some of the items raised in the Committee's staff report, which
we received last week.
First, just briefly on Phase I. Phase I settlement came about through a
series of negotiations which were sponsored by the Division of Ratepayer
Advocates.

They held negotiations

that resulted in a settlement that was

filed with the Commission in April, the first oJ April, a final decision on
that was not received until sometime in September.

Of the furty-two parties

that were represented in that negotiation process, about two-thirds agreed to
the settlement.

The important thing about that was, that indeed, it worked.

There was compromise.

For example, Pacific Bell went into Phase I saying that

all intraLATA consideration ought to be moved to

~hase

discuss intraLATA private line competition in Phase I.

III.

We were told to

As a result of the

settlement we agreed to extend already existing competition to voice grade
high capacity private lines.

As to competition itself, what we have proposed

in the area of changing regulatorystructures is really independent of intraLATA competition.

Our proposal is based on what we originally discussed in
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~986, with some improvements.
f

s

Our proposal merely recognizes the existence

, it does not

have raised an i

about interLATA

it

situation.
Some
Our record on that

We think the ban on interLATA competition ought to fall as well,
we

never said that we are interested in getting into facilities

based

at this time. We have said we might want to have the abilto be a reseller in interLATA services. That issue
not an issue this
address, that's an issue for the federal government.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

pos

Question on that point.

Does .. was your original

that there should be competition soon after the breakup of AT&T?
MR. JAMIESON: No.
InterLATA?
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. JAMIESON:

Yeah.

I can't recall the initial responses, but the first

1 review of the MFJ, modified judgment, we said that the ban ought
to be lifted.

That was 1987 and undoubtedly before that, but I don't have

fie site.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

So, you are from the beginning wanting competition?

ntraLATA.
MR. JAMIESON:
s

We have said that the ban is inappropriate.

We have not

that we were raring to get into that business.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Excuse me, did you say that Pacific asked the

to remove the ban on intraLATA competition?
MR. JAMIESON:

In the mod .. in the triennial review we have said that the

san inappropriate today and ought to be removed.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
. JAMIESON:

I'm sorry you lost me.

We said the ban

at

But we have also said ..

What did you say?

to be removed on interLATA compe-

l review that Judge Green requ

three years after the

sett
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE
.J~MIESON:

SENATOR RUSSELL:

Never mind.

That's the long distance

ion, right?

Yes, s

SENATOR RUSSELL:

And you don't want competition

State
MR. JAMIESON:

go the other way?

I don't understand your question.
MOORE:

. JAMIESON:

How come you didn

Well ..
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intraLATA within

SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. JAMIESON:

Within the State.

Is that right?

We have, yes, part of our proposal in Phase II we said

you need to think about where competition is going inside the LATA as well.
And we believe that you can't hold back competition.
already is competition.

It's coming, there

So we have also said our proposal for Phase II,

while it doesn't address the details of what intraLATA competition--terms
of conditions ought to be, we need to recognize that intraLATA competition
is likely to come.

There have been several decisions which have allowed for

some form of intraLATA competition already.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well, I'm really confused here.

I don't recall when

you thought that there ought to be competition intraLATA.
MR. JAMIESON: That is .. Senator, that is correct. We've for a lonq time said
that there should continue to be a ban on intraLATA competition.

That's based

in part on the fact .. was based in part on the fact that there is a ban on us
participating in interLATA competition.

The fact is, that as time has passed,

intraLATA competition has been developing and there have been decisions which
have allowed intraLATA competition to develop.

Our proposal now saying that

we have considered changes in regulatory structures within a context of having
intraLATA competition, in no way says that we were out supporting that.
says we're reacting

It

and responding to a changing environment.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Was it your intention in announcing your desire for

intraLATA competition, to take away the opportunity for the PUC to determine
if Phase III, if intraLATA competition was a good idea?

And therefore expe-

dite the investigation even faster?
MR. JAMIESON:

Not at all.

We felt that we needed to, because the ques-

tion of intraLATA competition is so important and because we had been a very
strong opponent of intraLATA competition.

We felt, given that the environment

was changing in Phase I, the settlement in Phase I included intraLATA competition for high capacity private line services.

We believe, looking at all

of the changes that were coming, that intraLATA competition needed to be addressed.

And so what we said in our--when we released our filing was in effect

you have to consider changed regulatory processes within a framework that
there is likely intraLATA competition.

But clearly the terms and conditions

and how that competition is expanded and evolve are very complex subjects
and necessarily have to be addressed in Phase III.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well, while it appears to be generous on your part,

isn't this really a safe offer--- 0ue to your secure captive customer base?
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supposing somebody said that information that you now have
that an even play
r

field has to be made available to some
Do you

MR. JAMIESON:

in order to make

any

lem

that?

I think today many of the proceedings that deal with

those kinds of things are heading to that kind of a conclusion. There are
complex issues thereii'm not thoroughly schooled in all of them myself.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: OK.
- I ESON : Th e Dl.Vl.sl.on
· · ·
MR. J AM
o f Ra t epayer Ad vocatesJ r~preaentative
NT. Thompson,
described their proposal and then described some of the items in our proposal.
I would suggest that some of that was mischaracterized and needs to be corrected.

We have proposed in Phase II revenue reductions that between now and

1993, that

11 come to over a billion dollars a year.

He's talking about say-

ing there is 2 billion;we proposed already that there is over a billion dollars
of reductions that we are ready to come forward with.

That includes touch

tone for resident services and the expansion of the local calling area.

AnotheJ

area that Pacific has addressed is the infrastructure. Quite frankly,
Pacific's crit al of those who,in effect,would draw a circle around the network as it exists today, for whatever reasons. Some say, for example, that
is adequate today and that the infrastructure somehow should take
account only of those services that are being offered.
Some others would
draw this circle around the infrastructure saying that providing those new
can be provided in the network as well as other places, ought
on

be provided by them, not provided at all by Pacific Bell.

I would submit

had we had such an argument in 1934 when the Federal Communications Act
was passed and drawn such a circle around the network, we might very well
1

with a network that consists of a
price to customers. It is the

deal of manual service
of investment that has

network that has allowed that service to evolve. In our proposa
II the risk reward mechanisms that we have propo
will encourage
proper research, proper deve
of the network, so
that network can
over time. The commitment to the improving network really is important
for the assurance of a strong telecommunications infrastructure. Pacific's
tted to that concept, particularly at the time when the information age
in California and access to that needs to be made available to all
Californians

and not just those who can pay for it through private networks.

And it's also important, considering the emerging important position of Cali' for the United States and the Pacific Rim.
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Thank you.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Since the PUC seems to be moving in a more flexible

manner, flexible direction to accommodate requests, do you hurt your own cause
by pushing for an expedited process?
MR. JAMIESON:

I'm not certain I follow your questions.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
it appears.
MR. JAMIESON:

You're the only one asking for an expedited process

I don't think we were asking for an expedited process, we

were suggesting that we could meet the schedule that was proposed, we think
there has been a long lead into this.

The Commission has been issuing state-

ments making announcements calling for OII having en bene hearings leading to
consideration of change, frameworks.

As Commissioner Wilk pointed out, once

you set a schedule it's a great encouragement to try to start it and we're
ready to start.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

The Commission set a schedule for one year for all

three of them, which we said was too fast and I'm still convinced that even
the schedule which has now been suggested is too fast.

We're going to make

a change in a system which has been in existence for fifty years.

What's

wrong with taking another six months?
MR. JAMIESON: Well, the fact that the Commission is now only starting
Phase II indicates to me that, as adjustments needed to be made the schedule has
been adjusted and I'm sure they will continue to do that should it be required.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I guess one of the things that becomes a concern is,

whether or not the quality of service the customers need under this rate flexiability plan will be guaranteed, if we rush to make the changes without looking
at all of the ramifications.

I just have a concern that you would like to see

changes made faster than I would.
MR. J&~IESON: Well, as to service, Pacific has never, ever suggested
that it should step away from the high quality service standards that it is
required to maintain today.

In fact, part of our proposal clearly addresses

the issue of service and the continued commitment to those high service standards.

We can't afford to do that. It'd be tadbusiness .. we've got to have

good service.
SENATOR ROSENTHAl,:

No, I'm not suggesting that you'd want that to happen.

I'm just concerned that this rush to change could affect quality of service.
MR. JAMIESON:

Well, I would .. I'm not certain .. I guess I don't believe

it's necessarily a rush to change.

I believe that the proposal that Pacific
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has made is, in fact, a fine tuning of the system.
regu ation.

It is not
recogniz

It is not requesting de-

away from rate of return regulation.

It
the changing env ronment and in fact, sets up a

tion where whatever changes are needed down the road, can be accommodated.
is not a call for deregulation.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

You mean you can put the toothpaste back in the tube?

MR. JAMIESON:
I think our proposal is one that does not allow very much
of the tube at this time, Senator.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
is all about.

Well, that's really the debate.

That's really what

That's why everybody is opposed to what you're suggesting.

other forces out there appear to be in opposition.

What do you say

to those competitors of yours who say that the recent PUC penal

for over-

capitalization shows that your utility is willing to use ratepayer investments
to un

ly compete?

MR. JAMIESON:

First of all, we don't use ratepayers money to invest.

That's the investor's money. The ratepayers--customers pay for service to th~
that they want to buy those services, they buy them. We're not using
r

money to advantage ourselves to unfairly compete.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

But if you provide a service that people .. if you pro-

vide a system, which provides a service for everybody whether they want to use
then charge the rate base ··and then they have to pay for it, there's
wrong with that concept it seems to me.
. JAMIESON:

That's the problem .

Well, there's a dilemma, and the dilemma is . . .

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I understand.

MR. JAMIESON: ... that network based services, Pacific has always believed
based services should be

of the regulated business.

To the

you
to s
those and
them below..
them outside
ted business and Pacific has
id if that ultimate
is the stand
that you do that, I think we
ssion, so be it. But to the
ious risk over time of emac

the telecommunication infra-

lifornia, at the very time it needs to continue
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
.

J&~IESON:

zation.

DRA ask for penal

I think you're probably ta

ROSENTHAL:
MR. JAMIESON:

Then why

We're talking about

to be en-

on this point?

about the modern . . .
lization.

I believe you're talking about their allegations on

They are poking around at decisions that were made four
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and five years ago.

That review has been going on for some very long time

and we believe when that

finally goes to litigation that the reasonableness

of Pacific's investment will ultimately be shown.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Any further questions?

Thank you very much.

Mr.

Callion .. Director of ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Can I .. I'd like to ask just a couple of questions.

One on the expedited hearing process.

PacBell, of course, is as Senator

Rosenthal pointed out, is one and probably General Telephone, the telephone
companies appear to be the only one's that seem to think that the expedited
proceedings are appropriate.

You pointed out in your comments to Senator

Rosenthal that everybody had plenty of lead time because they were notified,
you know, at least a year, you know in the proceedings.

I guess going all

the way back to the en bane hearings that began in August of '87.

The notice

.. I guess the first notice came out en bane it was actually in October, I
guess.

Is that what you meant when you were saying that everybody had ade-

quate time to know that all this was going on?
MR. JAMIESON:

Well, the Commission did have the en bane. Then in Novem-

ber of last year, the Commission issued the order instituting the formal investigation and laid out a tentative schedule, as Senator Rosenthal said,
called for it to be completed over a year's time.

There have been modifica-

tions to that schedule by various rulings throughout the year.

But the intent

to investigate the telecommunications regulatory structure has continued to be
there and these modifications have shifted the process slightly.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I guess that the point that I want to make is that

we're just finishing Phase I, one year later. And yet we think we can get through
Phase II which has many rep ... in fact, we're not even finished with phase I
because the implementation of Phase I has not occurred because there's some discussion or division over how that

ought to be done and some opposition to

your proposal, as to how it ought to be done.
and we just heard about how

And yet you feel that ... you know

you bring in three to one, in terms with all the

resources you have, that you could, that a three month schedule is adequate
opportunity ... you know, to be completed by the first quarter, I guess is what
the initial

suggestio~

was.

And it just seems to me a bit unfair to others

who don't have the resources that the utilities have available to them then
some of those people we depend on to, at least, intervene and have an opportunity to scrutinize and see if we can't get the best.

And I just think

that everybody ought to have, you know, some adequate time.
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Everybody doesn't

have three to one odds.
I

Or three to one folks that they can bring in.

And

just think that it's a bit unfair to do it in the manner that you're talk
And

you go to the high qual

of

, I guess I'm making

a statement, it wasn't a question, unless you want to tell me that it is fair?
MR. JAMIESON: Kell, the only comment I would make is
we released
our proposal for phase II before the filing was required, so people could
a ear
we

look at it.

We, in the setting of the hearings start, we said

start when they originally said they would start.

said

it

The original order

would start ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I guess you can.

I guess the point ... that's not

the

, I'm sure you could, given the resources and the

to you.

You can t.ave people work around the clock.

that opportunity.

s

Other people don't have

And if you had to expedite or you had to do extra things

that normally you would not have had to do, then you can understand the burden
that this places on others who have ... just don't have the resources.

And I

guess that's the point that I was trying to make and I'm not going to belabor
I want to go to your high quality of service that is not imby any regulatory flexibility or the other kinds of things. There has
been some question about the quality.
emphasis now is on profit, not service.

Things have changed.

The

And the question, in terms of what's

to ... I guess if I wanted to talk about polls, I guess polls are one
of the most important things.

I bet if I run a poll now, and I've seen a

number of studies that have already been done, where people don't think
qual

of service is the same.
MR. JAMIESON:
the extent
own pol
we're

your

Are they wrong?

I don't know specifics about that.

But I can assure you

those kinds of things become known either through
which go on, and/or through

e monitoring which goes

to do and submit to the Public Utilities Comnormal compaints,

should those kinds of things come to

need to be addressed very quickly and they are and need to be ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: There are some things a formalized com?laint system
lend i
lf to. People don't understand how to go about complaining
... but
peop

letters. Whether it relates to the information service,
haven't got a yellow pages or a phone book, and they have to

l and then find out suddenly that they owe a quarter for talking to a
that gives them the number that they may have missed and then they
have

call right back and do it again, which costs them another quarter,
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and all those other kinds of things.

And, you know, everything from some

things that are beyond your control, obviously, and I'm not arguing those.
Last question, that I really have, and this is a question, it relates to
how you plan to recoup the money for the touch-tone in your Phase II?

Could

you refresh me, real quickly, on what your proposal was on that?
MR. JAMIESON:

We have proposed in Phase II that touch-tone be included

in the price for basic service and that the local calling area be expanded.
That, indeed, is in effect a rate reduction.

We have said that ought to be

a replacement for attrition for 1989 and that's a good step-off point to
move to a system which establishes a benchmark rate of return.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. JAMIESON:

And if we ...

Alright, now ...

... and if we do better ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

O.K.

Let me ask this.

Then how do you reconcile

that, with the information that the cost of providing touch-tone is no more
than rotary, with the kinds of switching systems that the company now has?
MR. JAMIESON:
revenues.

We need to separate whether we're talking of costs or

Pacific receives about $100,000,000 roughly in touch-tone revenues

from resident customers today.

What we are proposing, is to no longer col-

lect that revenue ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

But, if we're moving towards cost based pricing,

how do you separate the two?
MR. JAMIESON:

Well, the costs will still be there.

today basic service doesn't cover its
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

We're saying that

costs and will continue not to ...

Well, we can't have it both ways.

If you're going

to stick to the cost-based pricing, if it costs you nothing to provide the
service, then how you going to ... the costs you were charging for it?

In this

instance, if it's not costing you anything, we ought to take that from that
and not charge anything.

Since you're moving towards cost-based pricing, it's

my understanding, that cost-based pricing means just that.

And while I dis-

agree, to some extent, with the cost-based pricing method, how can you on one
hand want to charge the folks for something that's not costing you
you

anymor&~then

want to charge them more than it's costing you to provide that service.

And in other instances, you want to charge them exactly what it is.

When it

raises the price, you want to charge them. When it lowers the price, you want
to leave it as it is, is what you're telling us. And that doesn't make sense.
That doesn't sound fair to me.
MR. JAMIESON:

I didn't understand the last statement.
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But to the deg ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
tone

f

you're

1

Well, let me make it clear to you.
In the instance
for it and while
me that there was a

anymore,
cost there.
re not pdy

the switch system that you have, you want to leave

But you want to shift other costs to the ratepayer, because
their fdir share. And l'm sayiny, let's not have iL both

f it doesn't cost anything, then you ought not be

ing them on

service ... you ought not be charging them for the residential touchMR. JAMIESON:

Of course, touch-tone does cost something to provide.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. JAMIESON:

It costs more than rotary?

I'm not certain of what the exact cost

EMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

breakdowns are ...

Everything that I've seen, and I've seen studies

that tell me that it doesn't cost more than rotary ... but you're charging more
than rotary right now.
MR. JAMIESON:

Touch-tone is one of the services that has provided con-

to keep basic rates low ...
SEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I

understand that.

But that's not. the point.

The

point that I'm making is that you keep talking about cost-based pricing.
sed
n

Cost-

is charging the cost that it takes to provide the service.

And

one instance, we're talking about a service that costs less than its being
at this time.

In other instances, you're saying that the services

residential ratepayers are paying are not paying their fair share, and
want to

se it.

MR. JAMIESON:

No, we don't.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

We have not said that.

You're not shifting costs to make sure that they

st?
We
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
ESON:

sa

that we would

ze res

I undertand that and your

s rates at

s

t

lexibil

And in fact ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

No, no, no, no, no, no. No, no. Let's not go total

I'm saying, all I'm saying, is that if we're go

to go to cost-

s ... you're saying your freeze is for three years and then you'l
to whatever it cost to pay it in three years.
. J.A..MIESON:

Fine.

That's ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

But the point that I'm making is still, I guess

s still the same point, let's not mix apples with oranges.
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If it doesn't

cost anything ... if it doesn't cost anymore than rotary service to provide
touch-tone service, then let's not deduct that from the money that you owe
the ratepayers, for the

overcharges.

That's what you're telling me you want

to do, in this instance.
MR. J&MIESON:

No, that's not what we're saying.

is that the rate for touch-tone be eliminated.

What we're suggesting

That will mean that Pacific

will receive ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: You're saying that that constitutes a reduction
in the cost, because you're knocking that out, that would take up some of the
money that you're supposedto reduce the services by, and you'll reduce it
accordingly by that amount.
MR. JAMIESON:

Is that correct?

What we have said is, that what we proposed in Phase II

probably amounts ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. JAMIESON:
process.

No, don't tell me what you said ...

... amounts to more than we would give up under the normal

And whether those rates are reduced on touch-tone or reduced some-

where else, it still amounts to reducing an amount of revenue ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
I guess we're ... I guess we're not communicating.
You can't reduce something that people already are over?aying, and I
guess that's the point I'm trying to make. And I won't ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:Yes, basically what she's saying is that you have been
charging for something, which has not been a cost and therefore you ought to
return that, for the length of time that you've been charging it. And that ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I think he knows what I'm saying .
... and that by saying, you know, that you're going

to include it in the service, you aren't giving anything.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: That's right.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
That's really what it's all about.
MR. JAMIESON:

Senator, the entire revenues in the whole schedule of

rates is designed to, for Pacific, to recover its revenue requirement.

What

we're suggesting is, that we reduce the amount of revenues that we receive
by reducing the rate for touch-tone.

Touch-tone today provides contribution

to keep basic rates low, just as toll services do.

Many services are priced

well below their cost, resident services are, business services are, private
line services are, for the most part.

A few services are priced well above

their costs, such as toll, such as touch-tone.
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On balance, the revenues

that Pacific is allowed to charge, are supposEdto equal its revenue requirement.

What we're suggesting is that, Phase II, our proposal we will wind

... we're propos

up more revenue than would be under the normal

attrition process.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

O.K.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Let's move on.

Absolutely.
Mr. McCallion.

MR. TIMOTHY J. McCALLION:
Moore.

Good morning, Mr. Chairman, Assemblywoman

My name is Tim McCallion, and I'm GTE California's External Affairs

Director.

I appreciate being invited to this public hearing, to discuss my

company's proposal for an alternative to the current cost of service regulaframework.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. McCALLION:

Say that again.

(Chuckle)

Last December lst I presented to this Committee, GTE's

proposal in the Public Utility

Commission's investigation.

Since that

time a decision ...
SENATOH HOSENTHAL:

By the way, you are going to paraphrase, we're not

to have you read this whole statement.
MR. McCALLION:

Yes, I will.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. McCALLION:

Thank you.

Since that time, a decision has been issued in Phase I

of that investigation, in an ambitious schedule for filing testimony and holdhearings for phase II has been established.

Although our company did not

appeal the hearing schedule to the Commission, we ar.e gratified trot Commissioner
Wilk announced this morning, a delay in two weeks in beginning the hearings.
conference, GTE California had supported the November 29th
date, as the appropriate date to start the Phase II hearings.

I'd like

out to Members of this Committee, that while our company supported
Phase I settlement, we believe the pricing flexibility should be permitted
more services

Phase II of the regulatory framework proceeding, and that

covered in our proposal.

The Phase I order only accounts for approximately

services wh ch encompassed 2.8% of our total intrastate revenues.

So, it's

small portion of our revenues, which in fact, are covered by that
settlement.

I'd also like to emphasize that our proposal does not request

lation of any service whatsoever, which is currently regulated by the
Public Utilities Commission.

I agree with Pacific Bell, and also with
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Commissioner Wilk that there has been a misunderstanding, in that regard, on
the parts of many people.

But on close examination of our proposal which

showsthat we,in fact, are not proposing any deregulation of any network service that the Commission currently regulates today.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Are you saying, that a mistake was made in regard

to General Telephone, or a mistake in regard to both General Telephone and
Pacific Bell?

I'm sorry I missed ...

MR. McCALLION:

Based upon my review of Pacific Bell's proposal, it's

a mistake in regards both to our proposal and that of Pacific Bell.

We are

both proposing that the Commission continue to have regulatory oversight, over
all of our network services.

To summarize what we're proposing, as far as the

way in which our services are regulated, we're proposing to divide our services
into two categories.

The first category would consist of basic services, and

those would continue to be very much regulated by the Public Utilities Commission.

And we are proposing, not a rate freeze, but a revenue cap for those

particular services.

And that is, we would propose that are prices for those

services, the overall revenue that we get from those services, not be allowed
to increase anymore than a predetermined index.

And that index would consider

inflation in the general economy, productivity in the general economy, with an
adjustment made to recognize that productivity in telecommunications has been
increasing at a faster pace, than what productivity has been increasing in the
general economy.

Therefore, if the productivity improvements that the DRA

has alluded to, Commissioner Wilk has alluded to, continue in the telecommunications industry, that would be reflected through rate reductions or rate
stabilizations for services within category one.
out that that is a revenue cap.

However, I'd like to point

We feel that there needs to be some rate

adjustments for the services that we have within that category one service,
that category one, category of services.

Right now we have many services in

that category which are priced below the cost of providing service.

We also

have many services such as intraLATA toll service and access service that are
priced significantly above the cost of providing that service.

What we are

proposing to do is rebalance that, so that we can move the rates closer to
cost, to the actual cost of providing service.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. McCALLION:

Sure.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
well.

Can I ask a quick question?
And I guess Bruce you might want to jump in as

I just want to know, what's left when you say that it's not deregulation?
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It's .. in your instance, it's the price cap for ... what is it a three year
as well?
. McCALLION: No,
ASSEMBLYI\IOMAN MOORE:

s not a price cap.
O.K.

I

's a revenue cap .

A revenue cap, o.k., a revenue cap, right.

and it's a residential freeze for you, for three years, right?
Al

, now, which means that the PUC won't ... will set that aside and wont
unless there's a complaint about the quality of service, right?

1

MR. McCALLION: Under our proposal, the PUC will

11 look at

revenues

for those particular services, for two purposes, 1) to
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

As long as you're within that revenue framework,

cap, they don't really pay much attention, right?
MR. McCALLION: They would not have to look at us in the detail
have to look at us today.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I mean you wouldn't want it if you didn't have

flexibility within a cap, right?
MR. McCALLION: Within that category the Public Utilities Commission woul
i

the index to ascertain that we have properly calculated the index for
increasing or decreasing our revenues from that category.
In addition,

s we rebalance rates based upon competitive market conditions, changes in
technology, the Commission would look at the filings just like they look at
advice filings and application filings today, that we would submit to the Commi

ion for that rebalancing.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

How does that differ from what I

of the role that the PUC will play?

I

just said? ... in

let you Mr .... Russell was over

here yelling to let you finish and you said exactly what I said you said.
that ... what I'm trying to get at is that I really want to
the

I

re not going to be looking at, in the sense that you've got your
sett
certain
ers is met,
know the concern with residential
the revenue cap or the residential freeze, the ... it sort of set
what the normal process ... what is it that the PUC won't be looking
do you have the flexibility to do other kinds of things that you
don t you just kind of ... can you just tick off a list for me
won't ... what about capital outlay?
McCALLION: Under our plan it will not be necessary for the
at capital outlay.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

How about capital outlay?
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CoiT~ission

MR. JAMIESON:

Well, Pacific has proposed that we believe that the net-

work in California needs to be upgraded over the next several years and want
the Commission to also affirm that they believe that should be done.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

I mean, but will they be looking at your expenditures

in the same manner that they do now on your capital outlay?
MR. JAMIESON:

What we have proposed for monitoring is that the

~ommission

still retains full monitoring of all of Pacific's operations, both its financial operations and its service provision operations.
do an audit-- they always have that option.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. JAMIESON:

Should they choose to

They always have that option anyway.

That's right and that's not going away.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

But I guess ... I guess the point is that they're

not going to review it in the same manner that they do now.
MR. JAMIESON:

Well, we believe that the proposal, to some extent, pro-

vides incentives and risk ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

How about yellow pages?

I'm just jumping around

a little.
MR. JAMIESON:

I'm not certain of the question, as it relates to yellow

pages.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Never mind.

Because, I mean, you're going to give

me long answers on every one of them, if I tick them off.

But we all know

that the big ticket items are not going to get the same scrutiny under your
flexibility plans, that they currently get.

And I guess that's one of the real

concerns that I have ... while it's not deregulation, it is a departure from the
scrutiny that some of the big ticket items that ratepayers pay for, won't be
given the same scrutiny that they currently get.

And I could go down a whole

litany of those kinds of items, and you'd give me the long answer that doesn't
quite say ... you know, that doesn't make it clear.
that path.

So I won't continue down

And I guess that's just a real concern that I have in terms of

where the ratepayers going.

While it's not total deregulation, it certainly

is a departure in the scrutiny on some of those big ticket items that perhaps
should be more closely watched. I'm not saying that they need to be watched to
the same degree that

~hey

are now and that some flexibility may be warranted,

but the proposals, I do have some concern
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

with.

Will you continue please, and you have a couple more

minutes.
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MR. McCALLION:

We also have a second category of services under our

plan, which is comprised of non-basic services.

of the same services

for which pricing flexibil
was granted in Phase I of the OII and we would
propose that we be permitted pricing flexibility for those services. Pricing
f

lity under our plan for those services,however, would not be limited

to downward only pricing flexibility.

We also propose that we have the abil-

to increase prices up to 10% per year for those particular services.
in fact the market place would permit us to do that.

If

The limitation on down-

ward pricing flexibility would be the relevant cost floor.

Where the relevant

cost for that particular service and before we could exercise our price flexi1

we would propose that we would file those cost floors with the Public

Uti

es Commission for their review.

than what was in the Phase I order.

That is not significantly different

We do feel, in response to Assemblywoman

Moore's question, that our plan contains safeguards which will reduce the need
for the Public Utilities Commission, on an after-the-fact basis, to go back and
look at us on an account-by-account basis. First of all, we just had a rate
case where the Public Utilities Commission did look Llt us on that specific
type of basis.

And I'll give you some examples.

They went to our offices

and looked to see how long it took a directory assistance operator to handle
a particular call.

They looked at the level of wage increases that we had in

our contracts with our union employees.

We believe that that level of scru-

will not be necessary under our plan.
our plan would be the current rates that
of

Because the starting point for
are

adjustments that have already been made.

in effect today, with all
And then from that point,

we would go to an index system, which would control the amount that we would
able to increase or decrease our revenues.

To the extent that that system

ted in very good earnings for the company, we would propose that that
evel of earnings be shared, above a benchmark rate of return, between the
lders and the ratepayers.

So that the ratepayers would get benefits

any further productivity improvement that the company made, above and beyond
s automatically built in, in the index in our plan.
that

And we feel that

of a system is superior to the current rate case process which is
on today.

Certainly an example of how tedious and how long this rate

ase process lasts is our 1988 rate case.

We filed that case in January of

98 ; we received an order in late August of this year, which resulted in a
$330,000,000 rate reduction, and there's still some minor aspects of that rate
-45-

case which have not been closed out yet.
be made in streamlining that process.

So, certainly, some improvement can

I'd also like to point out, that one

thing that the DRA in their comments, and other people forget about, this is
not a new phenomena.

Our 1984 rate case, which was suooosed to have been

implemented on January 1, 1984, in fact, didn't get a final rate decision
until July of 1984.

So, both when there's price increases and there's price

decreases, the current system somewhat drags out the process, just because
of the level of detail that is involved in it. What our plan is, is to streamline that process by putting more responsibility on the shareholders for
performance of the company, and in return giving them an opportunity, if they
manage that very well, to increase their overall earnings.
with one other remark.

I'd like to close

An enhancement that we made to our plans, since I

testified before this Committee last year, is that we now target efficiency
credits to basic network connections.

The reason for that is, that we are

proposing to sustain to the extent we possibly can, the relative rate levels
for our single line business and residence customers.

We feel that this will

help to minimize the upward pressure on rates while we're in an environment
of rebalancing our rates and while we're in an environment where the cost of
providing service is coming down.
in our proposal last year.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

But that is a change to what we had made

Thank you.

Thank you very much.

I'd like to welcome to our

Committee hearing, Assemblywoman Teresa Hughes.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Mr. Chairman, I think I owe my colleague Ms. Moore an

apology for my interjection.
at myself.

I think it was done in bad humor.

I'm shocked

I normally don't do that and I just publicly want to say I'm

sorry, Gwen; it was inappropriate.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
It was the excitement of this testimony that made
you do it, I know.
(chuckle)
SENATOR RUSSELL:
It's that, plus the difficult issue of trying to find
out where truth is too.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

So, I do apologize.
Well, let me ... thank you very much.

How does General feel about Pacific's proposal to open up the intraLATA
competition?
MR. McCALLION: At this time, we don't believe that it's appropriate for rhP
ban on intraLATA toll message competition to be lifted. We acknowledge the
inevitability of intraLATA toll competition, however, we feel strongly
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that prior to the advent of additional competition for intraLATA toll services,
that the intraLATA toll rates have to be
th

costs.

I'

usted to be more closely al

like to emphasize that while we ace

, and while we are

not opposed to the eventual opening of the LATA for additional competition,
we feel that this cannot be done with the rates that we have in place today.
That there needs to be an adjustment made to the rates, so that we can compete
fair

the interexchange carriers, in that market place.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

You don't want to rush it, because you're not ready

in this case.
MR. McCALLION:

In this case we aren't ready.

a rate design since 1984.

Our company has not had

Certainly, the rates that were put in effect in

98 , don't permit us to compete in that market place today.

When the rates

are adjusted, we are more than willing to compete in that marketplace.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

OK.

I

just wanted to throw that in, because you

eem to be in a hurry for everything else.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I

Anyway, we'll move on now ...

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

have a quick ...

... Can

I

have one, just one quick one ...

About what?

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

About one-year rate cases that would do exactly

same kinds of things that would rid us of Saturday ... What is it Monday
... Saturday is before ... Sunday morning quarterbacking, you know ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Monday morning.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
back

Well, Monday morning, O.K.

Monday morning quarter-

... guessing, second guessing what decisions were made about what.

If

into ... rather than going through all the new regulatory reform
activities that you are propos

a s

le opportunity for you to

same case,most agencies, most bus
ses, everybody else runs on a
annual
Certainly it would appear to me that more and more
s

justice ... more and more when your rate case becomes ... it looks

better idea. Do you agree?
. JAMIESON: No. You talked earlier about whether or not there's ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
brief.

You said no.

MR. McCALLION: No.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
ROSS:

You've already answered by question.
What about you?
What about you?

I'd have to agree with you.
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No?

I

told them

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Oh, see I like that, I'm ready for Barry Ross.
O.K.

Next witness is Barry Ross, the Executive

Vice President of the California Telephone Association.
MR. BARRY ROSS:

Welcome.

Mr. Chairman, Chairwoman Moore ...

SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Mr. Ross let me remind you also, about ten minutes,
give us time for the questions.
MR. ROSS:
In deference

Fine.

Thank you very much.

I'll try to abide by your wishes.

to Mrs. Moore's statement about being exciting testimony, I'll

make mine "calm downed"and keep it pretty sedate.

(chuckles).

If you will, if you would just step down considerably in the thought
processes that you have, because we're now talking about some very small companies that are on the ... within the State that provide telephone service
and it's these companies that I'm representing here today.

There are twenty-

two companies within the California ... within the State of California providing
telephone service. And with the exception of PacBell and GTE California who
are here today, I will be discussing some of the views and concerns of the
others.

These range in size from Contel which is headquartered over here in

Victorville, California, all the way down to the smallest which is up near
Monterey, California, that has a total population, or a total access count
of a hundred stations.
concern to our people.

As you know, these regulatory review processes are of
We have many companies that ... who maybe don't have

the capacity to be involved ... certainly to the extent GTE and Pacific Bell are,
but that doesn't make them any less interested in what their potential impact
is.

Because the larger the impact ... excuse me ... the smaller the company, the

larger the impact.

I will state early that because of our differences in size,

our companies have quite a bit different perspectives about what is going on.
As I mentioned, there are some varying sizes in our companies, even the ones
... the limited number that I'm representing today.

Contel represents, roughly

three hundred thousand access lines, and the smallest one, as I said, has
a hundred access lines.

And we think that because of that, that there needs

to be some consideration for the varying sizes that are impacted by these
proceedings. One of the important aspects that's been touched on, certainly
by Commissioner Wilk and by others in this proceeding is, that the agenda
and the timeframe that the Commission has set, may be a little bit too tight.
We will agree, and I think that most of the companies will agree, that there
should be full ... excuse me ... a full time allowed, to consider and to respond
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to all the issues that are present.
of the impacts that are

At the current time, we don't have all

to be ... that are going to come out of even

c II, and certainly Phase III is another ... an all together different
issue.

The companies that I represent, have adopted at face-value the mutual

goals that have been reiterated by the Commission.

These are universal ser-

vice, and here let me state that that's universally available, as well as
universal

affordable service,

that are be

encouragement of the technological advances

introduced into our industry, financial and rates stability

and then low-cost efficient regulation. Now, our past actions and our future
actions, those
oriented goals.

of the companies ... have been predicated on similar customer
And we expect to continue those types of goals.

We believe,

with unanimity that no matter what form of regulator flexibility is permitted
for the larger companies, the plan must be thoroughly examined to impact ...
to determine the impact on rural, as well as, the urban ratepayers. That's
our first matter, or first issue. Second, that this impact be quantified
before
lementation. Third, that these companies believe that there should
be an equality of basic service offerings
telephone companies.

between the urban and the rural

And, finally, that the rural companies be assured

through whatever appropriate revenue mechanisms, that their financial stabilbe assured to achieve the promises of the information age in there serice areas as well.

Having stated these common positions among the twenty

cornpanies 1 I'll digress just a little bit and share with you some of the views
of the individual companies, because they do spread just a little bit from
common, common goals.
l<oseville Telephone Company, which as you know, just north of Sacramento, and
s

of the faster growing companies, believes that it should be permitted
continue with rate of return regulation for basic services.

i

It believes

s done a good job and it can continue to do a good job under that type
regulation.

Further, it believes, it should have the opportunity to price

its non-basic services to meet competition, without undue regulatory restrain.
I
sma

a so believes that the Commission must make sure that these companies, the
companies and their customers are protected from adverse revenue impacts

and rate shock during any experimentation with regulation of the larger comThere is a group of eleven companies that have gone together to make a
filing before the Commission, in Phase II, and they have identified three
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goals for their small companies that they have outlined.

These are the con-

tinuation of the toll and access charge full procedures -- these are very
vital to the small companies.I

policies
which promote full participation by
•

the small rural local exchange customers in technological developments, which
we have mentioned earlier;

the maintenance of the Commission's regulatory

policies which afford the small company ratepayers the benefits of rate
averaging with urban ratepayers through the California high cost fund.
Another filing before the Commission is that of Contel who I ... the company
which I had mentioned earlier ... they do not believe that at the current time
that the revisions and the regulatory approach to the local exchange business
can be developed,

certainly not until Phase III is considered.

Still another group of six small companies

reiterate that any alterna-

tive proposal must properly account for its impact.

And they suggest that

a compelling showing that the public interest would be served, should be
required to justify departure from rate-of-return based cost of service regulation.

So, you can see, based on that there is some diversity within the

telephone industry itself.
Citizeu's Utilities, which is headquartered in Redding, California, suggests that six safeguards to insure fair treatment for the small companies
this is protection of the local exchange carriers franchise area is their
first;

application of new rate-making concepts, only after they've been

tested by the larger local exchange carriersi an affirmation of the Commission's commitment to universal access, to all services;
to enhancement;

to basic service;

a comparability

and the expansion of the California high

cost fund to all revenue requirement deficiencies.

These, as I said, were

representatives ... excuse me ... positions of the Citizen's Telephone Company.
As you can see from our comments, the changes that will cause the most harm
will be the introduction of intraLATA competition and the dissolution of
pooling arrangements, and both of these are phase III issues.

So we don't

see in Phase II the tremendous impact that we're watching for in Phase III.
And now Mr. Chairman, I'd like to turn to a more serious problem within my
testimony and it has to do with the position filed by the Division of Ratepayer Advocates.

And in their report titled "The Report on Alternative

Regulatory Frameworks for Local Exchange Carriers, Phase II" which was submitted on September 19th, there's found a statement that we who are involved
with small telephone companies found to be alarming.

In discussing their

proposal for interLATA competition, and noting that the probability of the
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average toll rates and elimination of pooling arrangements and the high cost
und, the .:1uthor commented on the future viabil
the fol

of small companies

statement: "F.s an alternative to

the high cost

RA would encourage the larger local exchange carriers to consider buying out
those smaller local exchange carriers that are not able to operate viab
That's found on page 617 and 618.
from the

"

I recognize that this statement has come

taff and not from the Commission itself, and it may not reflect the

feelings of the Commission.

However, if this statement was intended for

shock value, it may have succeeded.

I'd be surprised if the small companies

would give up the fight and allow themselves to be bought out by the larger
componics.
a

They've got too long of a history of providinq quality service to

low that to happen.

This statement may have reinforced the small companies

resolution to follow the Latin admonition 'nil bastarde caparandum."
In summary ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. ROSS:

So you want to describe that?

(chuckles)

That roughly translates to don't let the bastards wear you

down.
In summary,we in the telephone industry, and especiallY the small carnies, and the providers of local exchange service, believe we have a heal
system.

We believe we have leadership within the industry that's concerned

is willing to be involved-- that they're committed to providing the state
the art telecommunications services at attractive and affordable rates to
of their customers, not just the urban, not just the rural, but to all
ness and residential.
And finally, while we see the problems on the regulatory horizon, we
eve that a solution is possible.

And it can provide regulatory flexibil

the larger companies, and yet will assure the viability of the sma
and the medium companies.
Thank you Mr. Chairman.
SENA'rOR ROSENTHAL:
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Thank you.

Any quest

?

My last ... I have one last question, I

's the benefit of all this to the people?

just

I mean of the regulatory reform

are the people that elect me to the Legislature, my constituents, and
nator Russell's and Senator Rosenthal's and Assemblywoman Hughes', what are
folks going to get out of all this?
MIL

JAMIESON:

Want me to go first?
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Well, first of all, as Commissioner

Wilk mentioned relative to the ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. JAMIESON:

I wasn't here for his testimony.

So you just ...

... relative to the flexibility in Phase I, to the degree

that that allows, in specific product flexibility, allows the local exchange
companies to compete with other competitors and, in fact, results in the
local companies retaining business that they'd otherwise lose.
contribution flows to help keep basic rates low.

There's

To the degree that that

system is put in place that relies on incentives and risks to the business
which encourages even better and better performance, and has a mechanism for
sharing that,

it's a situation where both the company and the customer wins.

That wasn't too long.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

But I have an hour's worth of rebuttal for it.

But

I'll ... we'll have to talk outside.
You say ditto?
MR. McCALLION:

My response is very similar to Mr. Jamieson's response,

in that we do feel, with streamlining regulation will reduce the overall cost of
regulation, which ultimately resultsin lower rates.

We feel by streamlining

the process, we'll be able to bring to services ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: Does that .•. when you say streamlining ...
MR. McCALLION:

... to the market place much faster.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

... does that mean that you guys are going to fire

a bunch of attorneys,and a bunch of economists, and a bunch of other folks
that, three to one ... you mean it'll be one to one, now, from now on?
MR. McCALLION:

Assemblywoman Moore, I don't believe GTE California has

three to one ratio with the DRA.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Someone's holding up two fingers.

(chuckles)

So,

it's two to one for you, three to one for PacBell.
MR. McCALLION: Definitely as our ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
If it's half of one to one for the little telephone
companies ...
MR. McCALLION:

Definitely as our company is streamlining its cost struc-

ture, we are reducing people in the regulatory area, as well as other areas
within the company.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Well, you guys sure like to talk ... long time.

riqht.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN TERESA HUGHES: That's why they're the telephone
company.
(chuckles)
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

Terry said it's in your best interest.
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All

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES: That's right.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: Telephone comapanies.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Thank you very much.
umers/Competitors panel.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Con-

We'll next hear from

Sylvia's already spoken ... Michael Morris, Ken Me ...
A consumer?

(chuckle)

John Ayers, John McDonald, Ken McEldowney.

O.K

We will start right to left again. Michael Morris, Vice President, Californi
Cable Television Association ... let me mention to each of you, you have ten
minutes, and then give us opportunities for questions.

Your testimony ...

while more extensive, will be entered into the discussions here. O.K.
MR. MICHAEL MORRIS: Thank you very much, Senator.
I'm Michael Morris,
California Cable Television Association.

I appreciate the opportunity to

talk to you here today and, as you know, I never come up and read testimony;
but I prefer just to kind of be free wheeling.

I do ask your indulgence

today to let me refer to my notes a little bit more than usual because a lot
of the points I'm going to be making, have to do with quoting language out
of PUC proceeding that we're talking about.

Because the points I have to

are procedural, and there has been a tremendous change in the direction of the
proceeding, and I'd like to make that point through, referring to different
material.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
les)
MR. MORRIS:

Well, you may refer, but you have ten minutes.

Thank you very much.

This here is a very important proceed-

ing because it's important not only ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

If you say something new I'll hold up two fingers,

means two more minutes.
(chuckles)
... has great impact on the California economy.
MR. MORRIS:
r

Not on

provision of the telecommunication services, but also having to do

with the impact on the growth of jobs, technical development, and the exploion of entreprenuerial start-ups, such as a chip manufacturers, computer
facturers, both large and small in California.
o

And there's, as in every

such as this, there are buzz words, and I think modernization is
them. And modernization, I'm afraid, you have to kind of skeptical

ew as a code word, perhaps, for building the intelligence into the

network

order to, perhaps, foreclose the market for innovative job producing California industries that would develop to actually put that intelligence on
of the network.

That's the impact, type of impact, that we really foresee
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falling out of this proceeding.

CCTA is interested, because our members

are large users of telephone services; they're potential providers of competitive intraLATA private line services, and because, just as this will continue
the framework under which telephone companies may improve and modernize their
network to compete with terminal equipment manufacturers,

it will also result

in rules by which they may improve their plant, to provide competing video
services.

And given the historic, anti-competitive behavior of the telephone

companies towards cable operators, we are interested in developing a system
that is fair and balanced, and leaves no room for a repeat of the type of
shenanigans involving cross-subsidizationarlother competitive actions involved
in telephone competition with cable historically.

This proceeding started

in November of 1987, with the Commission's order instituting investigation.
The Commissioner set

out a "roadmap" for what they called an expeditious,

yet thorough examination of the issues.

orr

And the Commission reflected in the

and the testimony given at the earlier en bane hearing, and concluded

that "the challenge for regulation, is to harness competitive forces for the
benefit of all ratepayers, while taking special care to protect the interests
of those ratepayers with the fewest options."
proceeding, and they explained that as follows:

And so they set up a phased
that the proceeding involves

careful synchronization of the various phases of the

orr

to insure that the

parties receive the feedback they need from the Commission on some issues
before the other issues can be addressed.

They set out Phase I; Phase I was

going to deal with pricing flexibility, and they recognized the following in
their words;
entry.

"Our ban on intraLATA competition creates a legal barrier to

We see the intraLATA competition ban as being closely tied to the

issue of pricing flexibility." And thus they sought several things to determine; 1) how to tell if there is sufficient competition for a particular
service, to justify pricing flexibility;

2) whether there are additional ser-

vices that would be competitive if bans on intraLATA entry were lifted; and
3) what additional safeguards are needed to protect the ratepayers and the
public, if pricing flexibility is granted.

Again, this was a roadmap, as the

Commission explained in their words; First, we will define the criteria for
determining whether a service is sufficiently competitive to justify any flexibility.

A specific services for which flexibility should be entertained, given

the criteria and the type of flexibility which should be available.
Phase I.

Phase II was to deal with alternate

services not subject to competition.

That was

approaches to rate-making for

And Phase III was to deal with the ques-54-

tio:n of compcti tion, on

for intrc:tLATA to 11

map, where each phase took us

Now, this was a road-

ically into the next.

threw out that map,

a

scrvicc~s.

But the Commi

and has taken us on a wild ride

A, to point B or point C, but has transported us, I believe, to
point D, through some other route.

Before the hearings in Phase I even com-

menced, the Commission adopted a private settlement, a settlement
on

some of the parties.

to

And this is very important, because I think

sion that's been given, is that everybody had signed off on this agreement.

And that is not the case.

This was not the product of a consensus.

We very strenuously disagreed with that approach to the settlement, as did
other parties.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
on

But does that follow along my line, by invitation

?

MR. MORRIS:

I think so.

I think that's right.

You know ... I, I, I

don't know if it's by invitation only, I think we certainly weren't in the
, for getting our concerns worked in to the settlement process.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Ah, but you're not regulated.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: Some of the other parties aren't either.
MR. MORRIS: Wel~ neither are the consumers.
I mean this real
do with the framework that affects everyone.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

The party ...

PUC's logic was that you were not regulated,

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
go

has
I

guess.

No, but if you're a party to the proceeding and

to try to resolve it, then all parties ought to be a

i

And if you're going to talk consensus, if you don't have all the parties
have an

st, then you don't have consensus, and you don't have the kind
and you don'

have a

1

purpose ...

s the

if
proc

't been
s

s to

to
ROSENTHAL:

I

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
ROSENTHAL:
l'I.SSEMBLYvJOMAN MOORE:

m not
Oh

I

OK.
ust say

Oh, you ... I

that was
you were

reason.
my

chuckles)
MR. MORRIS:

It may be, and you know I think this idea of consensus,

ies are, really has come up again this morn

with Commissioner

as to phase II issues, and let me touch on that in just a moment
the settlement, we believe, failed to do any of the things set out for it
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But
in

phase I.

It did not determine what services are now competitive.

not determine what would be competitive if the ban was lifted.

It did

And it did

not determine a test for the presence of affected competition, that would
allow price flexibility to be introduced.
they reviewed the settlement.

The Commission admitted this when

They stated that the generic criteria to assist

... to assess competitive conditions, are left unaddressed.
that those issues would be rolled over into Phase II.
discuss those in Phase II.

But they said

Don't worry, we'll

Phase I result was to give immediate flexibility

to the local exchange companies, for the services they want to deregulate,
while retaining prohibitions on competitive services

the LEC's wanted pro-

tected.
So rather than protect the ratepayer from cross subsidy, the stipulation actually, we believe, institutionalized cross-subsidy, oy authorizing prices to go down to a floor, that failed to take into consideration
administrative costs.

There were no hearings on this issue.

There were no

hearings on any of these issues, and we are filing either today or tomorrow,
I want you to know, a petition for review of the decision adopting Phase I,
and that will claim that these problems have risen to the level of due process
violations.
Phase I.
time.

Now, the Commission is going ahead with the implementation of

And we're troubled by this process of implementing Phase I at this

For example, in order to see the cost data necessary for the local

exchange companies to realign their rates, so that we can tell if the proposed
rates are below cost, Pacific Bell has required parties, including ourselves,
to sign a nondisclosure agreement.

Now we have not yet agreed to sign the non-

disclosure agreement they want us to sign.
ment is very, very broad.

Because that nondisclosure agree-

It would not simply prohibit disclosure for competi-

tive purposes, it would not prohibit simply disclosure of the data that they
turn over, it would prohibit disclosure of any thinking, any conclusions that
we come to as a result of seeing that data, it would prohibit us from sharing
that conclusion, for example, with the Legislature.

And I think this is an

area where the Legislature may want to look into, this overly broad attempt to
keep the Legislature in the dark, resulting from what the parties see in this
proceeding.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Question.

Assemblywoman Hughes.

ASSEMBLYWOMAN HUGHES:

What kind of agreement ... what kind of agreement

would you be willing to sign at this point in time?
recommendations?
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Do you have specific

MR. MORRIS:
ial
reed
that
to us

Lo

We have ... Yes, we have countered with an
, confi, nondi losure
which has been used, has
Pdcific Be 1 in other ... in other proc
It's a form
have used in the past, we have said that that would be ace
le

they have said that that is not acceptable to them in this proceed

Now, no sooner had Phase II started, th n the ALJ ruled that no
on the competition issues. These are the issues that
t
d
has just sa

, "Yes, they weren't resolved in Bhase

over in to Phase II."
Phase II."

I~,

ss

will be rolled

Now, they said, "No, we're not gOing to consider those

So, while we're sympathetic to the Commission's goals, and we

some streamlining of the regulatory process is appropr

a
ca

s need not take four years.

We're concerned that the process, now

place, will put consumers and competitors at risk, by relaxing regul
overs
without even the opportunity for parties to introduce evidence of
effective safeguards along the way. For example, a key
sian of Pacific
an

be to do away with the type of
has resulted in the modernization

review for investment
of a staff recommendation

$700 million of investment by Pacific Bell.

, because

for this
process

, they don't ... that is
And

's

Yes, that's

don t want to go

streamlining, that

moderni ation ac

are real

not on

of

ses
that rate of return re
many

at ten minut

ies

Yes .

I welcome
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's the inve

to consumers but also to the
California. Commiss
results ln
f
r incentive

you

Ken McE
. KEN McELDOWNEY:

're

very

lk

se

particularly as the PUC thing begins to speed up unfortunately, even with the
delayed

thing.

I fear that it's going to be a situation in which consumer

groups such as Consumer Action will have to look to the Legislature for relief
from decisions that may be coming down from the PUC.
hearing as an opportunity on

So we welcome this

the part of you all in terms of getting informa-

tion on the issue.
As you probably know

TURN

represents consumer action on many of the

rate cases before the Public Utility Commission.

So I think what I'd like to

do now, is not sort of duplicate what Sylvia was talking about, but sort of
talk about some additional concerns that we have, and also stress some concerns that she mentioned.
I think that the main thing that I wanted to say is that for some fiftyeight years rate-of-return regulation has worked, both for consumers and I
think for the companies that are involved.

We have not yet seen any indication

from either the local operating companies or from the PUC that would indicate
to us, that rate-of-return regulation is no longer working.
... that is the first test.

I think that the

We should not be making wholesale changes in the

type of regulatory framework in California until we have some very solid proof
that existing regulation is not working, and therefore needs to be completely
dumped.
The second thing is, I wanted to stress what Sylvia said in terms of, that
the hearings, and also a lot of other people including you on the Committee, is
that Phase II is in fact a very important phase, and one that is very crucial
in terms of history of tele ... for the future of telecommunications in
California.

It's a very complex issue and there are many alternatives

being considered, both actively and sort of indirectly from the other
states.

We believe that the Commission should take as long as possible

to reach an intelligent decision on this, it's not something that should be
rushed through at all. There's no rush, there is no need to rush.
Another point that I think needs to be stressed, and stressed again, is
in fact the telecommunications is a declining cost industry. We're not talking
about an industry that's seeing rapid increases and cost, as such, the rate
freeze, as Pacific Bell is sort of holding out as a carrot, is no big deal.
And I think consumers recognize that as a fact.

For the most part, consumers

are increasingly realizing there's a situation in which they should be getting
lower telephone rates, not higher, or even a freeze.
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The next thing I wanted to touch on, really, which I think is,
on
been
the
I
f the
wrap
s

Pacific Bel

done in terms of

lifornia
whole request for regulatory flexibility in sort of a

, or an overcoat of an intelligent network.
1

t

And one of the

is that unless they get this regulatory relief,

to make

investment that they want to make, that in

dents are

Californ

to be denied benefits from information age.

its from intelligent network.
only part of the way.

We go part of the way, in terms of Pac

We believe that one aspect that is true

s

we believe consumers throughout the State should have the bene
touch-tone service.

It's, I think it's very

s

that Genera

which is always sort of considered to be in the backwater, has a much
percent of their customers have access to touch-tone, then does Pacific Bell.
So, I think that the one thing that we do agree with, the terms of Pacific Bel
is that the investment that's necessary to bring their customers up,
capability, is probably an investment that's justified.

If

lse, it provides the ability to block 976 charges, which I think is a very
problem and they say it continues to be a very serious problem.

But

I think that the other fact that needs to be stressed, is that once
touch-tone capability, they already have the access to intell
already have the access to the information age.

net-

But we don't

that the additional investment of Pacific Bell wants to make, is somethat will benefit individual, residential and business customers,
in fact

if Pacific Bell wants to do that, it should be coming from the in-

vestors, not from the individual ratepayers.
The next point I think I wanted to make is that we have not been over
sed with some of the benefits so far in telecommunications
and from eas

framework.
The
t
I think you can sort
sumers has been one that's led a lot of confu
sort of
some of the things, inside wire, that was
lead
upon consumers, but there wasn't any sanse of
to be.

of

from de-

regul

There's deregulation to a certain extent, certa

there

in the long distance market, but we find basically the rates
major carriers are almost
lar

ical for Sprint, MCI and AT&T

in the fact that it's residential customers.

Private pay phones,

operator services, are again areas that were
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ld out as be

f

promises the benefits of competition, which have not proved to be the case.
976

and 900 are areas of Pacific Bell, that we ... our scrutiny has

proved themselves unable to deal with, even within a regulatory framework,
we are very concerned about their ability to deal with that, as those new
products come on line.

The whole area, in terms of class products, which is

something that they are going to be introducina this S?rina, which are a whole
new range of things.

One of the most ... ones that we're most concerned with

is one that will allow telemarketers to instantly know the phone number of
people who have called them for information.

We believe that there's a lot

of need for continued oversight, for continued regulation on the part of the
Commission.

We believe we've seen no justification whatsoever for wholesale

retreat from rate-of-return regulation.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
OK

Thank you.

Any questions?

Mr. Ayers, Bay Area Teleport.

MR. JOHN R. AYERS:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee.

As with the other panelists, I'm pleased to be here to present the views of
the Bay Area Teleport regarding the status of telecommunications competition
in California and the current CPUC proceedings.
I have a prepared statement for the record, which I believe you've
already received.

There are three Bay Area Teleport perspectives I'd like

to state at this time.
First, at this juncture in the OII, the Bay Area Teleport questions
whether it is the goal of the State of California, as evidenced by the CPUC,
to foster an environment conducive to meaningful competition.

It's interesting

to note that on the interstate level, the dominate carrier was held under
strict regulation, while competition evolved.

The CPUC appears to be advoca-

ting the reverse of that, an unfettering of the dominate carrier, at the expense of emerging competition.
Second, in the OII currently before the CPUC, due process, although
mandated of the CPUC by the California constitution, appears to be unavailable
to consumers and emerging competitors to the local exchange carriers.
Third, the only waythat we believe that we can insure a level playing
field for competitive telecommunication services in California, is to bring
about the divestiture of all competitive services of PacBell.

This is what

the Bay Area Teleport has proposed, in its OII Phase II testimony, and what
it believes will best serve all parties.
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In conclusion, to protect telecommunications competition, and to preclude
establ shment of a de facto
lifornia

slature

ated monopo

upon

forcefully exert control over telecommunication

policy, as we believe it's empowered to do.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
the PUC ... do you claim
MR. AYERS:

it is

Thank you.

You have a separate filing for rate regulations
a separate filing for rate regulation?

You don't?

Not that I'm aware of.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

You don't have a regulatory plan before the Commi

sian?
MR. AYERS:

We have a filing that proposes a divestiture 1

that's what

you are referring to, Senator, yes.
It discusses the economic ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
In this proceeding.
MR. AYERS:

In this proceeding, yes.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. AYERS:

Oh, o.k.

I thought you meant one for Bay Area Teleport.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

No, no, no, no, no.

Do you think your proposal wi

have adequate review of the Commission?
MR. AYERS:

We question whether any proposal we present gets adequate

review at this time.

So, I would speculate that it will get reviewed

it's adequate and meaningful, I couldn't say.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. AYERS:

But I doubt it.

Why?

I don't believe that the schedule will permit an

I'm not sure, that based on what Commissioner Wilk said a little
review.
earlier today, that the interesting proposals come from PacBell, General Tel
and the DRA.
be made.

There was no mention of other potentially valid and useI'm not sure there's a disposition to cons

1 as I mentioned.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

O.K, if there's no further questions, we'll hear

rom Mr. McDonald, who's the Vice President, Associate General Counsel for
and

Corporation.

MR. JOHN P. McDONALD:

I thank you for the promotion, I'm not with Dunn

Bradstreet, or at least not a Vice President of their's.

I'm

. Donnelly Corporation, which is a Dunn and Bradstreet company.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. McDONALD:

Oh, o.k., I'm ...

But if you'd like to make that recommendation, I'd be

happy to ...
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SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. McDONALD:

I, I, ... no.

I stand corrected.

The Commission's agenda is spelled out in the various

orders detailing procedural requirements.

The Commission has not indicated

that i t is, has already decided, that some form of rate stability, or incentive plan, is a necessary outcome of its proceedings.

The Commission does

appear to desire some different form of regulatory treatment, for what has
been termed, competitive services,
in some legal manner.

assuming that this can be accomplished

From reading the California Public Utility Commission's

original pronouncements of this proceeding, as well as the plans filed by
local exchange carriers, it may be concluded that the overall objective of
the regulatory alternatives investigation

is extremely ambitious.

It is

extremely ambitious in that the Commission is attempting to develop for Pacific,
what was impossible over many decades to develop for the American Telephone
and Telegraph Company.

Specifically, the investigation is attempting to con-

struct a regulatoryframework for the governance of regulated telephone monopoly
franchise activities, in adjacent to competitive markets,

in a way which

tests the interest of the ratepayers, i.e. avoiding cross subsidization of
competitive activities, while prescribing anti-competitive behavior

by the

utility, i.e. preventing discrimination, leveraging of monopoly position into
competitive markets, or refusal to deal.
of AT&T, Pacific and General Tel,

Just four years after the divestiture

now contend that they find themselves in a

position where they believe, that because of increased competition in certain
segments of their business, they require a relaxation of regulatory controls
which apply to them, in order that they may deal with these problems.
where have the proposals made by Pacific and General Tel,

No-

indicated why their

alternative plans were co-mingled, competitive and regulatory activities ...
excuse me ... would work in the current environment, when they have not only
been found to fail in a similar situation four years ago, but required the
largest corporate reorganization ever, in order to remedy the failure.

Experi-

ence has shown that regulatory frameworks for operating companies, having both
competitive and monopoly services, are difficult to design at best.
Our observations, with respect to the proceeding, are as follows:

An

alternative regulatory framework that combines competitive and utility functions for regulatory purposes, would provide continual oversight problems
for the California Public Utility Commission.
the marketplace

Further, it is not clear that

has become sufficiently stabilized after the divestiture of
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AT&T, to permit the prudent construction of such a regul
econd

to the

extent poss

, a

s

any

relative to the util

participant in the

s

e, once

careful

should to the extent possible, be simply
the same standing

framework.
it

occurre~

in the marketnlace

with

and its franchised functions

marketplace

as

These services should be con-

divested from the utility operations and

to the

, should be provided for the removal from

ers

io.
Three,

the remaining utility functions, i.e. those
franchise, should be treated as

lation, including the obli
of cost base, nondi
vice, should be applied to these services.

, tariff

Fourth, the funding of competitive and regulatory sectore
to plague the Commission

ser-

will continue

with problems of cross subsidization, anti-

and potential insufficent protection for c
and incentives for improper conduct in the competitive marketplace.
overall conclusion

is that a modified regulatory approach alone

The

cannot

vide a total solution to the problems facing the Commission and local
c

The regulatory alternatives proceeding may provide a good initial

s
a

attempting to contain the conflicts, which will continual
lt of the interp

of monopoly franchises and

arise as
markets

of the kind of solution adopted in the AT&T

, in which

al segments of the business were divested, with a hope of
confined to competitive
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

O.K

a

and
let me ... let me ask you a

ion.

Dunn and Bradstreet requested that spec fie information be
I, and it was denied.

luded

Are you familiar ... can you comment on your

?

. McDONALD:
I

Yes, s

because we

We l, actual
that our

we
ion

llow page operation, was in competition with the
issues of competition from outside the monopo
in this proceeding.

to

se

sues

in California, our
ities.
into it

And the ... Phase II, we have filed

We were to
were not an

report?

Mr. Ayers.

MR. AYERS:

There's one comment I'd like to make on that, and with it

tie in to something that Sylvia Siegel said, and that was that the real key
is the definitive cost study for any proposal, and that cost study has to
be independent; it really cannot be done by the regulated monopoly.
are as costs are defined.

Cost

And so long as the Commission has to rely on

the definition of cost, coming from the utility, it won't be a successful
study.
SENATOR RUSSELL :

What is the, perhaps you Mr. Chairman or your staff

could tell me, what is the general practice? Is it that the PUC accepts the
costs that are provided by the utility?

Is that what happens when the rate

cases ... doesn't PUC go in there and figures all this stuff out?

What's the

... how does that work?
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. CARL DANNER:

Why don't we hear from PUC.
Carl ... Carl Danner, Advisor to Commissioner Wilk.

I

think there are two census in which cost studies have been used here this
morning, Senator.

One is the sense of determining the total operational costs

of the phone company for setting a revenue requirement.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. DANNER:

Who does that one?

And the second sense

Who provides that information?

The telephone company makes a presentation to the PUC and

then other groups such as

DRA and interveners, vigorously contest that infor-

mation.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
MR. DANNER:

On the basis of ... just ... basis of what?

The basis of various studies and audits, and investigations

that they undertake, to determine what reasonable costs

ought to be.

Mr.

McCallion gave an example this morning, the amount of time it takes an operator
to handle a call.

For example, an important determinate of how much money you

need for operator services, which is one of the components of the cost that a
telephone company experiences, that example was vigorously contested with DRA
presenting its own study in the last general rate case

in contrast to gen-

erals, and then other information brought in by other groups.

So, those costs

are vigorously determined ... vigorously contested and then determined ultimately
by the Commission.
SENATOR RUSSELL:

Does the Commission have the authority to go in and

look at the books, and do time and motion studies and whatever else, that
-64-

the ... all that private information that a company has?
Yes
SENATOR RUSSELL:

s
But, this gentleman, Mr. McDonald, no,not
that, I think when he said that that kind of

assessment.
a

Is

, Mr

assessment would be one
11 is suppl

or interrogatories are provided back
the Commission renders judgment as to the val
So, I think an

or
be

SENATOR RUSSELL: When you say independent, then what does
you? That they go in and do what the PUC now has the authority to do or
what?
MR. AYERS: No, it would mean that an independent agent
on
Public Utilities Commission would deve
the data
.just to show the cost in each type of service offered by the uti
SENATOR RUSSELL: They would do that in place of the PUC?
MR. AYERS: But I don't think the PUC goes in now, except on a se
basis.

It doesn't ... I don't believe it has the resources to do a
of the entire cost study provided by the utility .
. DANNER: Senator, if I might, I thinK this is soe
the second purpose for which cost studies are used.

more
Once

the overall revenue requirement in the current
company would need for a test year, there is the
sue of rate
start ta
of sett
about the
es not
set
icit
some
rates
ba ic
other services
1
to
s is the area that Mr.
have more of a concern
some services that are or could
that PacBell and General Te
becomes
use
whether

both in terms of

from PacBell

some

or in

the

prices are appropriate and do reflect cost
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I

the Committee's attention to one cost study that is underway, that may satisfy
some of these needs.

It's still in a preliminary stage.

But General Tele-

phone and Pacific Bell have issued a substantial grant together to the Rand
Corporation

to try to determine incremental costs of various telephone ser-

vices, such as residential basic rates.

And I think they're starting to get

some preliminary results that may give us a better handle and may represent
to some degree, anyway, this kind of independent cost study that some of the
speakers have been calling for.
SENATOR RUSSELL:
Ayers?
MR. AYERS:

Is that type of thing what you're talking about,Mr.

Yes, I'm not sure that an incremental cost study is what I

had in mind, I was looking for a cost causer, cost payer kind of a study that
would indicate where some of these were, in fact, taking place and where they
are not.

But certainly providing service at incremental cost is not something

that I'm aware of that's been accepted by the Public Utilities Commission.
ASSEMBLY%'0MAN HUGHES:

Mr. Chairman, I'd like to ask the gentleman from

the PUC, who chose Rand Corporation to do the study?
MR. DANNER:

It was a culmination of ... I guess kind of a long process of

negotiation and discussion.
the Rand Corporation.

The Commission had a substantial role in choosing

There is an economist who works in strategic planning

division at the PUC who tried to stimulate interest in such a study.

It was

... I'd say something of negotiation, because the telephone companies were
putting up the money for the study.

However, I would note that the gentlemen

who are conducting the study for the Rand Corporation

are among the most

widely respected and well known telephone cost economists and they ...
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:
MR. DANNER:

Is Leland Johnson involved in that study?

I believe he's involved in some of the review panels that

are participating to review the study's results.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE: Well, he used to be the most reknown person to
Rand, and did some of the initial early studies relating to deregulation with
AT&T and the other kinds of things that ...
IlR. DANNER: Famous work, Johnson naper, yes.
Richard Mitchell
is the lead economist, along with Dr. Park on this study. And as I say, they
both have outstanding reputations as independent quantitative
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Any ... Any further questions?
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economis~~

But basical

ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

in all circles.
ASSEMBLYWOMAN MOORE:

among the

And if you ask anyone who works for ...
But

ical

r work has been

No, I wouldn't agree with that.
MOORE:

Name me ... cite me a coup

that didn't relate to
. DANNER: Well, one in
ervice that
efficienc

I ...

lation

its

, there was
complet

recent

s that one could

from local measured

on the number of pric

per

one could

could actually get more efficiency from charg
different
calls at different times, or whether you just want to make
applicable direct

free.

to a regu

, as long as you have a monopoly of the tel

e.

it's most directly applicable for a regulated environment.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Thank you very much.

We will break for lunch.

l return ... will return here at 1:45.
Lunch break.
ROSENTHAL:

I apologize ... !

a lunch

myself on be

that was downtown, and you know what the

ike -- it's impossible.
Let me have the long distance telephone lobby group, Bob
Richard Frockt ... and we

Wand
Bob

ll

Stechert, Vice President

STECHERT:

Thank you

afternoon.
&T.

And I have
a brie
We can't hear you.

ROSENTF.AL

... sorry.

Let me request

ten minutes.

may

have

record, giving us an opportun
as we did earlier this
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to

MR. STECHERT:

Thank you.

I just have some brief remarks to make con-

cerning alternate regulation for the local exchange companies here in California, and just a few points.
agree~

First, I would like to make a point, that AT&T

that there may well be better approaches to traditional cost of service

regulation, for regulating the local exchange carriers in California.

First

of all, we believe, that there may well be a need to change the way in which
the local exchange companies are regulated, to provide greater initiatives
and incentives for them to manage their businesses economically and efficiently.
Secondly, we also recognize

that the regulatory process,as it's evolved here

in California, has become extremely cumbersome.

It's slow and ineffective.

There are delays in the effectuation of rate changes and in producing reductions in rates to consumers here in California.
more efficient way to accomplish

And there may well be a

what regulation is not accomplishing today.

Finally, there is a changed environment, or a changing environment, as far
as local exchange companies are concerned.
areas.

They do face competition in some

And we believe that they need some flexibility to meet that changed

competitive environment.

However, I would point out, that as an inter-

exchange carrier, AT&T does have some concerns which we believe must be addressed under any alternate regulatory scheme that might be adopted for the
local exchange companies.

And that ... and those concerns really cover a couple

of different areas.
First, we need to be assured that we will still be able to obtain reasonably priced facilities that we need to originate and terminate our long distance services for our customers.

Those facilities, which we obtained from

the local exchange carriers exclusively, connect our offices with our customers' premises, their homes and their offices throughout the State.

And it

is only the local exchange carriers who have these facilities and can
provide them to us.
It's,therefore, essential that those facilities be priced
reasonably to us, so that we can maintain reasonable rates for the services
that we provide to our customers within California.
alternate scheme to cost of service regulation

For that reason, any

must provide a mechanism ... or

mechanisms to assure that the local exchange carriers will not reap monopoly
profits

in their provision of those essential facilities to the inter-exchange

carriers.
Second, I would point out, that the prices that we pay today for these
facilities between our offices and our customers homes and businesses
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are

priced substantially above the cost that the loea

current

them.

The Ca ifornia Cornmi
the pr es

ion

their economic cost. We believe that it is ess
al that
be continued and that the
ices we p
for these access
be driven towards cost.

In addition to

concerns,
es

exchange carriers, because they control
our off

and customers premises

under any

must be a way to assure that the local

c

r control over those essential facilities, to unfair
've
the essential facilities that connect
the services that their
tors offer, and
r

atory plan must assure that they can't use their control over those
acilities

to their competitive advantage and to the disadvantage of the

competitors. We believe that
mechanisms can be established to assure
for that; that if the local exchange carriers continue to provide those
essential facilities under tariff to their competitors, and if the
that
charge their competitors are reflected in the rates they
customers for their unuser services, then the leveraging of those
essential facilities to their competitive advantage will be minimized.
lly, we believe, that it's critical that under any alternative regul
1

the LATA's must be open to competition.

Currently,

companies enjoy, as we heard this morning, an exclus
the provision of intraLATA service. We, as inter-exchange carr
that we wish to provide our customers, that have intraLATA
services
ab
to

that our customers want, and need

are

sh them to our cus

should be open to

tion,

the LATA s, in

So, we
lieve
ld be allowed to

ion

those general objectives can be ach
schemes for the LEC's
can be
consumers here in California,

then we bel
le and could, in f
are

traditional cost of service regulation.
ROSENTHAL:

Well, since you're

to

s to competition, in what areas would your company
t do so now?
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, where

MR. STECHERT:
sometime.

Well, Senator Rosenthal, we've been clear about this for

We have services that have incidental intraLATA capability, where

our customers, in using our services, might make some intraLATA calls.
currently, they can't do that.

And

They have to use local exchange carrier ser-

vices to place those intraLATA calls, and they find it very cumbersome and
very difficult.

And what we would like the opportunity to be able do, is

offer services so that our customers can use our services to make the calls
both between LATA's and within the LATA's, so that they don't have to go to

•

the local exchange carrier every time they want to place an intraLATA call.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Do you see this proposal as an attempt by Pacific

Bell to enter the lucrative ''long distance service"?
MR. STECHERT:

Well, Senator, I don't believe that under the plan that

Pacific Bell has before the California Commission, they've proposed to enter
the intraLATA market via ... I think as someone pointed out this morning, that's
not something within the jurisdiction ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. STECHERT:

How about the future?

•.. of the Commission.

Ultimately, I think the local

exchange carriers would like to get into that business.

But we have a consent

decree that came out of the anti-trust settlement, between AT&T and the
federal government, that currently precludes them from entering those markets,
based on concerns that existed and continue to exist, about their ability to
leverage their control over the local facilities to their competitive advantage in providing long distance service.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

What's the status of the PUC's investigation to pro-

vide rate flexibility for AT&T?
MR. STECHERT:
that proceeding.

Senator, we just completed, about a week ago, hearings in
The case is now before the ALJ.

submit final briefs in that case.

I believe that today we

And the case will be ripe for decision by

the Administrative Law Judge to make recommendation to the Commission, as a
whole, as to whether or not AT&T receives some regulatory flexibility here in
California.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I'll ask the same questions of the other companies,

when you finish with your proposal.
MS. MARY WAND:

So, Mary Wand, MCI.

Thank you, Senator.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I have a prepared statement which ...

... which you're going to shorten up to about ten

minutes.
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MS. WAND:

Yes, I will.
you.

MS. WAND:

I will not bore you

reading

t

chuckles)
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. WAND:

I wil

I hope that it will not be
summarize it for you, however.

in front of the Commission
customer of

Thank you.

Local

~xchanqe

is twofold.
s;;

MCI's
st

in Cal

customer, both Pacific Bell and General Telephone.
MCI's gross revenues go

, half

to these two companies, in

forms of access

So we have a very strong financial interest from
terms of how the rates we pay are regulated.

We're a so here because

we are a potential competitor, should the LATA be
tion that we believe.

, which is a po i-

So we have two, two interests in this case.

Let me

tate upfront that MCI does believe that certain ... that the current regul
structure in California for the LEC's

is in need of

ng.

And we have

in this proceeding put forth our own proposal for a new
for the LEC' s .

framework

Before you jump to any conclusions, let me quickly antic

... your response there.

We do not believe that moving away from cost of

service rate making for the Local Exchange Companies is appropriate at this
And I will summarize what our plan is, in a moment.
I think it's important to recognize that the telecommunications
changed an awful lot
but it has changed.
t

in the last four years.

Changing hasn't

Fringe competition is beginning to emerge for the LEC's

tends to be in the equipment and enhanced service areas.

that hasn't

of Local Exchanqe Companies

still have monopoly control over the loca
control

them a tremendous
zed

The plan MCI

network.

any new framework
submitted

we bel eve, is

in the

thoughtful response to

to our p

there are three ... three major

Essen-

ace.
We be i

tion can develop it should be allowed to develop.
entry should be removed.

And that

f market power.

we go forward in

Companies.

There is a cri

Restrictions

IntraLATA prohibition on entry should be

bottleneck facilities that the local

s offer

that the

must purchase in order to offer their services, should be avai -71-

able

in

a

nondiscriminatory

fashion, at rates based on cost.

And as

a quick example of what I mean by nondiscriminatory, it means adooting the
philosophy that a loop, is a loop, and it doesn't matter who's buying it,
what they're usinq it for, and whether or not this notential customer wishes
to resell it.

The cost of a loop should not vary.

In addition, other net-

work building blocks should be unbundled and available at the same price,
terms, and condition to all customers, whether or not they're competitors
of Pacific Bell, or Pacific Bell itself, or General Telephone.

The Local

Exchange Comoanies to the extent they're allowed into the competitive markets, should buy these essential building block facilities from themselves,
just as the potential competitors must purchase them.
And, finally, cost of service regulation should not be abolished.
should be continued.

It

But the focus of these reviews should shift away from

the retrospective attrition type reviews that we see today, and should focus
more on the costing and the pricing of these network building blocks.
would mean less attrition review, less strict rate of return review.

This
But we

believe that the protections for ratepayers against cross subsidization will
be maintained by focusing the prices of the services that are available at
cost.

We believe that this plan will allow competition to develop where it

feasibly can, without advantaging or disadvantaging any competitor more than
any other competitor, and it will also protect against cross subsidization.
Now, I want to emphasize that this plan is a procompetitive plan.

However,

it's important to realize that procompetitive plans do not mean maximizing
the flexibility for Local Exchange Companies monopoly services.

MCI believes

that the Commission, in its haste to move forward on this ... in this proceeding, has lost sight of the market power that the Local Exchange Companies
have over the bottleneck facilities.
not lead to competition.

Flexibility from monopoly services will

Granting flexibility prior, to setting up a structure

with rates based on costs and open entry, will harm the ratepayers and prevent
growth of any competition.

The market power that the local exchange companies

will be able to leverage prior to any competition,will in effect, prevent
any competition from developing.

MCI believes that the Commission's current

schedule, unfortunately, is going along this path of granting flexibility prior
to a review and a decision on competition.

We urged the Commission, in various

pleadings earlier this year, to at least consider competition and intraLATA
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entryat a minimum concurrently with their flexibility proposal.
did not prevail on that issue.

We, however,

The Commission will review intraLATA compe-

tion in Phase III.
And to summarize, let me just state

that we believe that our proposed

plan will set up an industry structure that will be useful for many years to
come; will allow competition to the benefit of ratepayers competitors; will
allow Pacific to compete in markets where there is real competition, without
being able to stifle this competition through its market power; and will be
relieved of certain aspects of the current regulatory structure by setting
rates on a perspective cost based basis, as opposed to a retrospective review of past operations.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Thank you.
Would you explain

why you think that competition

would not be available through rate structure ... flexibility?
MS. WAND:

Well, granting the Local Exchange Companies rate flexibility

does not force them to offer the bottleneck services that their competitors
need on an equal basis.

They have tremendous market power and to the extent

that they can leverage that through flexibility, they can make it very difficult for a new competitor to enter the market who must buy, in order to operate one of those services.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

In what areas would your company compete, where it

doesn't compete now?
MS. WAND:

Well, we would ... the current ban on intraLATA competition

has, in effect,made it very difficult for MCI to introduce certain interLATA
services, that have intraLATA capability.

As Mr. Stechert mentioned, not all

services out there are solely inter or intraLATA.

We have several services

in California that are primarily intraLATA services, but should the customer
choose to use their services for an intraLATA capability, they can use those
services.

This ... the existence of this capability, in conjunction with the

ban on intraLATA competition, has delayed the introduction of interLATA services.

The lifting of the ban would allow us to go forward with new services

in California.

What comes to mind ... these type

of services I have in mind

here are software design networks 800 services, services that you special,
as opposed to switched access.

The ban has put a restriction on our ability

to offer them on an interLATA basis.
LATA

We would be able to roll out new inter-

services without the cost of trying to live within the intraLATA ban.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

In your opinion, why shouldn't the FCC lift inter-73-

LATA bans, if intraLATA bans are lifted?
MS. WAND:

Well, that would take us back to predivestiture.

The funda-

mental reason for divestiture was the ... as I mentioned, the market power
that was being exerted by the company that offerred competitive services, as
well as

the bottleneck services.

first place

was because

And the reason we had divestiture in the

Ma Bell in those days was leveraging its market

power and preventing the MCI's and the Sprints of the world from growing up,
and becoming the companies that they are today.
lem

There's a fundamental prob-

which is very common in economic theory, that when a competitor of a

service also happens to be the monopoly provider of the essential input to
its competitors, you're going to have, you're going to have difficulty in
competition growing.

That situation hasn't changed. It continues to exist

in ... and it will exist in the intraLATA marketplace.

Without the protections,

without a thorough unbundling of the bottleneck facilities, without some
technological advances that will remove the Local Exchange CompanieE ability
to leverage its market power for essential facilities they will always have an
unfair advantage of competition against the companies that must buy its services.

That exists within the LATA, as well as ... on an intraLATA basis.

MR. STECHERT:

Senator, if I might just add a point here.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. STECHERT:

Yes, Bob.

You asked whether the FCC could lift that restriction,

it's not within the FCC's jurisdiction to decide whether the Local Exchange
Comoanies provide intraLATA service ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
The judge.
MR. STECHERT: Yes, that's right.

It's within the jurisdiction of the

Federal District Court that oversees the anti-trust consent decree that
created those restrictions in the first olace.

So, just for purposes of the

record, I'd like to make that clear.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Fine, thank you.

O.K.

Ann Pongracz, Director of

Internal Affairs,
US Sprint.
MS. ANN PONGRACZ: Thank you, Mr . . . . excuse me.
Today, I'd like to discuss some of

us

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Sprint's concerns that have arisen

from Phase I, and Phase ... the approach to Phase II that the Commission is
taking here.

And my comments are also prepared in writing and I'll submit

them for the record.
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Regarding Phase I, we have two major concerns.
ach that was taken to the settlement procedures.
opposed to the use of settlement

The first is the apNow,

per so

us

i

but there ore some

problems with the way the settlement was used in this case, that I
deserve attention, and needs to be remedied if the settlement approach
to be taken in the future.
First of all,more attention needs to be spent on insuring the full participation of all parties.

Assemblywoman Moore

raise~

concern about the attendance by invitation only.

several times today, her

While I don't think that it

to be that bad, the problems were not that severe.

But at the same time,

i t was very difficult for most of the parties, including Sprint, to figure
out as we were going through this process, what was going on, what the issues
were, what our options were; you
at bat next.

kno~

basically, who's on first and who's up

It's very difficult to figure out and that raises obvious due

process concerns when you come to evaluating whether people have a full opportunity to be heard.
Secondly, in any kind of a settlement process an approach needs to be
developed which it gives the Commission enough evidence to base its decision
on.

We're concerned that the approach that was taken in the Phase I settle-

ment, where there was no written record, and where the parties basically sat
a room for three weeks, and negotiated among themselves, and then negoated a settlement, which then sat with the Commission for five months,
there was no clear record that the parties could refer to, or that the Comssion could refer to, in either developing a decision or, for example,
if someone would wish to appeal that decision, it's unclear how they would
make an appeal work.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. PONGRACZ:
occur to us.
ss

Did you raise that question?

Actually as we were going through the process, it didn't

It's only at this point, when ... we had assumed that the Com-

was going to accept the settlement, or reject it in its entirety,
we were working in a very informal process and that that wasn't
What we found

ou~

though, was that the Commission did not accept

or reject it in its entirety.

Instead what happened was that the Com-

ssion held the decision, proposed settlement for five months, and then
s

a proposed decision which accepted some parts of the proposed settle-75-

ment and rejected others.

And then give parties only a verv short amount of

time to comment on whether the settlement in its amended form was appropriate.
And ... that was the juncture

in which we became very concerned, and at that

point we did express our concerns that, basically, time out here--this wasn't
:he way we thought this was working.

And we don't feel that, parties as a whole,

had a fair opportunity to be heard throughout.

And in the future, it's our

recommendation that, if the Commission will utilize the settlement approach,
that the requirement be instated that if they accepted or rejected it in its
entirety, if the Commission feels it needs to make changes, fine, reopen the
case, reopen the negotiations and everything's up for grabs again.

We can't

be presented with a modified fait acommpli.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Let me break in at this point.

that I was not aware of, PUC staff.
MR. DANNER:

Can you comment on that--Carl Danner?

Yes, I can, Senator.

decision in the Phase I settlement.

The PUC was faced with a difficult

There were aspects of it that were

clearly illegal in the opinion of our attorneys.
pressed that this morning.

This is something

Commissioner Wilk had ex-

And while one couldn't be certain of how this

would weigh, I think it was fair to characterize some of these infirmities
as favoring one side or favoring the other.

For example, the inter-exchange

carriers primary concern, as I understand it, was that the provision of the
settlement provided that they would have automatic intraLATA high speed
private line authority was left out of the settlement because the Commission's
attorneys found that they needed to make some sort of an application for that
authority.

How the Commission expects that these applications will be pro-

cessed on sort of a routine basis, but that was their concern.

Some of the

local exchange companies had a similar concern with the provision of the
settlement that provided for privacy, or secrecy, regarding special contracts.
The Public Utilities Code is clear that that's not permitted.

So, what the

Commission did, was to modify the settlement and offer it back to the parties
for their acceptance or rejection.

So the Commission did not unilaterally

modify the settlement; rather the Commission proposed an alternative settlement modified in as few ways as we thought would make it legally sustainable,
and then offer it to the parties.

There was no intent to change any of the

policy conclusions of the settlement, and I don't think there were any policy
changes.
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SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well, obviously, there were.

I'm listening to

somebody ... and we heard also earlier this morning that there was non-acceptance.
Is it usual that there's not written record of a proceeding before
the PUC?
MR. DANNER:

In this case, we took ...

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. PONGRACZ:
MR. DANNER:
MS. PONGRACZ:

Why is this case different?

Carl, could I take a shot at that?
Please.
I think one thing you need to understand, Senator, is

that,in a lot of ways,a lot of these problems are the product of the fact
that this is breaking new ground here.
This is a new approach that the
,t.:ommiss~on is taking.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. PONGRACZ:
MR. DANNER:

More reasons for a record.

Well, we would think so.

Yea.

There was a record, Senator, in the form of briefs and

comments filed by the parties, as well

as the settlement document itself.

The several months that Ms. Pongracz referred to, between the time that the
settlement was presented to the Commission and the time the Commission acted
upon it, included a couple of rounds of comments and responses to written
requests by the Administrative Law Judge to fill in the details, so there's
quite a full record on it ... on the settlement.

We didn't have the formal

evidentiary hearings, where each party stood up and presented its position,
because the settlement took the place of that.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

What I've been hearing is that there was a decision

made, after some input, which was changed and different than what everybody
had agreed to.
MR. DANNER:
ment.

The Commission issued two decisions to consider the settle-

The first decision said that we cannot accept the settlement as it has

been written because of the legal infirmities that I've referred to.

The

Commission then said ... gave the parties, I think it was 15 days or two weeks
or something like that, to consider whether they could accept the settlement
as it had been constituted without the legal problems.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well, but then they had the gun against their head.

What were they going to do at that point?
MR. DANNER:
MS. PONGRACZ:

Well ...
Senator, you've really hit the situation on the head.
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SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

That's, that's ... really what I'm hearing.

That's

unconscionable in terms of a proceeding, in my opinion.
MR. DANNER:

Well, Senator, if the parties had rejected the settlement

as revised, we would have gone into hearings.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
point.
MS. PONGRACZ:

It was difficult for them to reject it at that

And we did go through that thought process, Senator, of

trying to decide whether we were so disturbed by the procedure that had been
followed, that we should no longer participate in the deal.
that

either we've got a deal or we don't have a deal.

We tend to feel

And our agreement

to sign on to the settlement was based upon our understanding of what the
terms of entry into the market were going to be, and what the new special
access rates were going to look like.

And once you change one of those

elements, you change the incentive that we had for signing.

So, we were

really caught between a rock and a hard place.
MR. DANNER:

If I might offer, Senator, the Commission was somewhat

similarly situated.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Why were they in such a rush?

One of my concerns all

along has been that the Commission has been hell-bent on doing something in
a hurry.

We've got a system now in existence for fifty years and we want to

change it now in one year.

That's, that's what it started out to be.

And

it seems to me there's something wrong with the Commission's approach which
says they have to do that today.
MR. DANNER:

If I might, Senator, I think that the decision that the

Commission was faced with,when it issued that first decision I referred to,
was whether to reject the settlement in its entirety and throw out all the
work the parties had done and go into full hearings, or in the alternative
identify what the legal infirmities were and specify what it would take to
correct those, so that the appli ... so that the decision could stand ... withstand legal review, and offer it back to the parties.

The Commission chose

the latter of the course, and gave the parties a chance to salvage the work
they had done.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

And so the parties made a mistake by feeling that

they had a gun to their head and accepting your changes on the basis of your
attorneys, and really were not happy with the decision that was being made.
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MR. DANNER:

I believe all but one or two of the parties endorsed the

settlement as revised.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

That's ... well, what we've heard now is at least two

cases of where they weren't.

So tell me who ... who approved it, if two of

them said no?
MS. PONGRACZ:

Senator, for example, Sprint signed that.

Because we

thought we ... oh ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
a

Oh,no, I understand that you did, but it was not

choice.
MS. PONGRACZ:

That's correct.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
Cable was unhappy; Bay Area Teleport was unhappy;
1
they're unhappy.
I don t know who else was unhappy.
MR. DANNER:

I believe that Cable ...

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
a

MCI was unhappy, but was placed in a position of

gun against their head.

Is that what the Commission's all about?

Is that

what we're talking about?
MR. DANNER:

It was their agreement, Senator.

I ... frankly, if we had

known this would have happened, we would never had permitted the settlement
discussions to go forward.

We would have started the hearings at the ap-

pointed time.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
ings.

It seems to me

that that set the tone for the hear-

That that set the tone for the future of number two and number three,

and there's something wrong if you start off with a procedure which forces
people to accept something that they think is in their best interest, they
shouldn't be accepting.

And there's something wrong with the Commission's

approach.
MR. DANNER:

If I might offer, Senator, I think the parties were more

in control of the approach,

then was the Commission.

When we were all set

to go to hearing and the settlement negotiations broke out, led by the
Division of Ratepayer Advocates, and they were in process for several weeks,
we kept postponing the hearings to accommodate the settlement process.

I'd

be happy to supply you with copies of all the questions and inquiries the
Commission sent to the parties, and the responses they got, to try to clarify
this settlement and to show what it really meant.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

The judicial ...

Do you think the Commission is now sensitized to
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position of those who had
because

didn't know what the Commission was going to do?

MR. DANNER:
to do.

lems but were afraid to express them

I think it was rather clear what the Commission was going

Because one ... at least one of the

were sent out several months

A~~inistrative

Law Judges rulings

to the Commission's decision, detailed

these legal infirmities in some length.

So

we were, frankly, quite sur-

prised that any of the parties could have been taken aback or not have
expected the Cowmission's legal conclusions, because they were laid right
out there for the parties to see.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I think the Legislature should take a look at the

concept of those law judges that are related to the PUC.
ought to do that.

I think those law judges are

I really think we

in your back pocket, in

my opinion,and are not taken out of the pool of law judges that all other
agencies and commissions
a look at that.

need to deal with.

And I think I'm going to take

And we ought to have an audit of what's happening in that

cular respect.

Those law judges are not independent.

They do not ...

they're not able to make a decision on their own, that makes the Commission
unhappy.

And so, it seems to me, we ought to take a look at what's happen-

ing in that particular area, and that's another subject.
you to carry back to the Commission

But I just want

my unhappiness with what's happening,

not just in this case, but other kinds of cases that I'm hearing about, in
which law judges are making arbitrary decisions based upon what the Comssioners want, not what

the constituents or the consumers want, that

supposed to be answered by those particular law judges.

And I don't

know of any other commission that has that particular setup, and I think we
to take a look at it for the future.
MR. DANNER:

Thank you, Senator.

Commission.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Thank you.

I will convey that concern back to the
Okay.

Ann, I'm sorry.

I broke in on

you because what started this morning, gave me some unhappiness, and finally
he

the Commissioner say today that there ... now there's going to be some

more time.

There wasn't going to be any more time up until the time that

we had a hearing, mayte, or set a hearing. And that's beginning to bug the
hell out of me and I must tell you, and excuse my language, that nothing
appears to happen

to change a thing, until the Legislature says "Hey, hold
-80-

up, let's take a look at what's happening here."
I'm sorry to have interrupted you and I'm sorry ... I don't mean to attack
you.

Just carry the message back to the Commission.
MS. PONGRACZ:

O.K. thank you, Senator.

concerns about Phase II.

Yes.

I'll move on to some of our

We join in what AT&T and MCI have said as far us

being very interested in supporting the Commission's effort to evaluate
whether the form of regulation that's been used in the past
appropriate.

continues to be

But what's going to be decided in Phase II is much more impor-

tant for California consumers then what was discussed in Phase I.
a major proceeding.

This is

We are very pleased to hear from Commissioner Wilk

that we' 11 be having some more time to look at the issues. We're concerned that
the Commission take the full amount of time that they need to really come to
a

good conclusion.

As you heard from Sprint before, our major concern about

the new regulatory flexibility proposals that are before the Commission
what's going to happen to carrier access.

Like MCI, Sprint spends 50¢ of

every dollar of our total operating cost on access charges
the local exchange companies.

is

that we pay to

That means, only less than 50% of every dollar

of our revenues is available to us, to operate our company, do our advertising,
operate our network; all of our total expenses have to be done on less than

50% of every dollar we take in.

Access charges continue to be priced far

above the cost of providing access to us.

And the local companies continue

to have a monopoly in the access area and they will have that for the forseeable future.

So, our main concerns about regulatory flexibility are, what

will the impact be on access?

And we have two major concerns about that.

First of all, what approach .•. what mechanism will be in place to insure that
we are not overpaying access charges; that there is no requirement that we
continue to pay more than the cost of access and access charges; and perhaps
even

that we get some opportunity to have those costs reduced.

Now in recent

years we've seen SPF to SLU, which has been helpful; we've seen attrition filings, financial and operational attrition filings; those filings
basically, they're like a reversed surcharge ... reverse ... the gas surcharge
that was big in the 70's.
through cost reductions.

This Commission has attrition filings to flow
What the local companies are requesting here

a freedom to have from those types of filings in the future.

is

If Commissioner

Wilk today stated,this Commission will have signed on almost a billion
dollars worth of rate reductions this year, through the attrition mechanisms,
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some other forms of rate cases.
are

If the proposals that PacBell has made

, there will be no way to get comparable rate reductions in 1989,
We re very concerned

because

the proposals that have been put on

tab e, the proposals to eliminate touch-tone, to increase the"zum" coverareas, to freeze residential rates, insure that there's going to be a pot
money that s going to have to be recovered from someplace. We're concerned
that

may be carrier access.
, or any other

And if we do not have rate cases, attrition
l mechanism for seeking rate reductions, we're

very concerned that access may be left holding the
bad for inter-exchange carriers.
pol

Ultimate
e pay

Now that's, obviously,

We also think that it's very bad public

, it's just not sustainable to have the interLATA customer

a disproportionate

share of the cost of operating the net-

work.
In conclusion, we recognize
regul

oversight.

Certain people have suggested to you

about deregulation.

ta

the Commission needs to maintain strong
that nobody's

Well, I think you need to think through very

careful
whether that's true.
Derequlation will not work. unlpss th8
gulators have the facts and f
in front of them, that they need tobe
e to tell where the dollars are going.

Under many of the regulatory flexi-

bility plans there will be a window, there will be a wall, between them and
information.
deve
r other

There will be no requirement that that information be

and produced, and there will be no opportun
for either the stHff
parties to take a look at information that could enable the Com-

ssion to determine what's going on, whether cross subsidies are occuring,
whether rates are moving towards cost as they should be.

So, we hope that

lature will take very seriously the issue of what regulation needs
to be, to
us into the next decade.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: Thank you very much.
... co~uunication ...
MR. RICHARD FROCKT:

Mr. Frockt,

CalTel.

That's

California Association of Long Distance Telephone

es, Senator.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL: O.K.
MR. FROCKT: Tha: .k you for the opportunity to be here and speak on bef

of the smaller ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Will you pull the mike a little closer to you.
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MR. FROCKT:

... Speak on behalf of some of the smaller long distance

companies.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

That other mike may be a little bit better.

Do

you want ... ?
MR. FROCKT:

It's just a matter of

us taking all the work out ...

(chuckles)
MR. FROCKT:

Our membership in CalTel ranges all the way from companies

the size of MCI and Sprint to small California companies

such as ours, and

the one I represent individuallycalled TMC Communications.

We find ourselves

in a very strange position, in this proceeding, that we have to agree because
of the way the future reads with everyone else sitting at the table.

And,

but also agree that competition has made all our businesses better over the
last four or five years.

CalTel supports the introduction of competition in

intraLATA services, including both private line and switch services.

We

believe, though, that PacBell as the major dominate intraLATA carrier, even
in an open intraLATA market, needs to be controlled to a certain extent.
Accordingly,with the inter .•. with the advent of intraLATA competition, we
need to accompany that with the adoption of some sort of dominate, non-dominate carrier provision services, as reflected with
lated during their deregulation process.

AT&~

and they were regu-

Eventually PacBell should and will

be afforded some rate flexibility with respect to intraLATA services for which
i t no longer possesses a monopoly.
be permitted.

Such rate flexibility should not, however,

I think this is important to us, until the Commission and

the affected parties have some opportunity to monitor what has occurred
over the deregulation process.

The former monopoly, such as Pacific Bell,

is still a monopoly, until effective competition is granted.

I think that's

the key words.The historical difficulty in trying to determine rates and
rate structure as it relates to access charges, intraLATA toll rates, will
become more difficult with the suggestions that Pacific Bell has put
before the PUC.

We believe competition should come, and we also believe

that the rates that Pacific will charge to the customer base should
be priced to cover the intraLATA access charges, while they're originating
and terminating that.

Accordingly,access charges should generate significant

contribution to non-traffic sensitive calls
SPF and SLU transition of 1992.

recovery, at least through the

These factors combined with the
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projected growth in toll minutes should alleviate any significant pressure
to raise the plain old telephone service.

While Pacific Bell and other

local exchange carriers should not be unduly burdened in a new competitive
environment, care should also be taken to insure that the same local exchange
carriers cannot through cross subsidy, to properly compete with the new
marketplace.
Mr. Chairma~we believe that competition should occur. We also believe
that we should walk very gingerly through this first few years and not be rushed
in determining that competition's good, just because it's called competition.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

So it's basically here a universal opinion from

the long distance companies.

Everybody seems to be saying the same thing,

basically.
MR. FROCKT:

I think from different parts of the ...

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. FROCKT:

Well ...

... of the agenda, but I think at one time we all believed

one thing, that there should be competition, at least from CalTel's standpoint.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. FROCKT:

Yes.

But since government granted monopoly, at some time in the

past, we should be very careful in unleashing monopoly carriers at this
point.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Alright.

I think we've heard today the concerns

of many parties, who not only fear less service from their telephone company
for a more competitiveadvantage, but also fear that possibly their ideas and
proposals will not be heard by this Commission, PUC.

I have no doubt that

we'll be moving toward greater competition; I think that's coming, but whatever cirection we move, we must make sure we have a secure way to have control
over the quality of service and ways to prevent cross subsidization, which
fosters unfair competition.

If the Commission continues to be insensitive

to parties and their need to give testimony, with arbitrary deadlines, then
I must think very hard about asking other forces, like our Senate Office of
Research and others, to review for the Legislature and our subscribers the
benefits and drawbacks of all the proposals from witnesses who wish to be
heard.

I think we've had a good full hearing.

that this Committee will continue to oversee
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I want everyone here to know
this important issue.

And

that concludes the formal part of our session.
We now have an open microphone for those who have signed up, who would
like to make some comment.

Mili Falk.

I want to thank you for participating in this presentation this afternoon, and for being here this morning.
MS. MILI FALK:

Is Mili Falk here?

Here I am.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Oh, fine.

O.K. Mili, you have a couple of minutes

to tell us what you think ought to happen.
MS. FALK:

I represent two big senior organizations, one Beverly Wood

Senior and the National Council of Senior Citizens.
people from the Wilshire Christian Church here today.

I'm also having some
We feel that this

deregulation is a horrendous, outrageous charge for us as senior citizens.
l

realize now, after speaking to Mr. Jamieson, that there will be a freeze

and he's not sure whether it will be four years or less or more.
our phones were a

luxury~

today it's a definite necessity.

Years ago

There are too

many seniors who are only able to live on small fixed incomes; homebound
people need their phones; also the people that are handicapped, they need
to be in touch with the outside world.

And there are many who not only need

their phones just to speak to people, socially or otherwise, but they need
it for business, like selling magazines or newspapers or the like.

Two years

ago I was here asking PacBell not to raise our rates and they listened to me,
and I only hope that they are going to listen to me today.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. FALK:

Well, we're trying very hard.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. FALK:

Congratulations to you.

Thank you.

We're trying very hard.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. FALK:

You're responsible for keeping the rates down, right?

I'm not smiling, I'm not minimizing your efforts.

You know ... yea.

During our earlier years all the seniors

worked hard to enjoy what they called "Our golden years", so we could relax
and do whatever we want.

Well, that doesn't happen to be true now.

It seems

that we have to fight one cause after another and our work is just never done,
at least mine isn't.

As you know, a lot of seniors are living longer and

many have to get into some sort of work to supplement their income.

And it's

just too hard to have to continue high phone rates because it's difficult to
make ends meet.

Ever since AT&T deregulated, PacBell and GTE lost a sub-85-

stantial amount of revenue.

And now they want us to pay for it.

that's the way we feel, they want us to pay for their losses.

At least,

For every

small or large service that we need, and ask PacBell ... I'm not too sure of
GTE because I only work with PacBell ... they ask exorbitant
we cannot afford.

charges which

And in order for us to have to pay these high rates for

the service, we have to deny ourself some of the small necessities that are
important to our health.

Remember, that the seniors are the backbone of

our country, right or wrong, and their power is getting stronger and stronger.
I wish to show you about senior power.

I just read the other day that there

are approximately 65 million people from the age of 50 and over.
by the year of 2000 they expect to have 76 million people.

And

So, we are get-

ting powerful, day after day, and we need to have things done so we can relax
and not have to worry every minute about a charge being r.aised for the
different utilities, whether it's phone, gas or electric. And I just mentioned to Mr. Jamieson, which he did not know, that a couple of years ago
in talking to someone from PacBell, they told me that in order to make a
long distance call, you'd have to have one of the touch-tone phones.

No

more dial tone. So I ran out and bouqht a touch-tone phone. Never used it.
Because that never went through. He didn't seem to remember that. All I can say
is, I brought these people here to stick up for us, and we need to have things
done so we can live a little better life.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. FALK:

Thank you, Senator Rosenthal.

Thank you for your presentation.

I'm glad you're my Senator.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

We have one other person, Virginia Jarrow, from the

Consumers Coalition of California.
MS. VIRGINIA JARROW:

Welcome.

Good afternoon.

I would have gone into the formal

hearings, but I didn't have time ... Oh, I would have entered the formal hearings,but I didn't have time to respond.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. JARROW:

Sorry.

I would like to start out by reading a brief statement.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I don't want you to read this three page statement.

Tell me ...
MS. JARROW:

O.K.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. JARROW:

Tell me what you think,and we'll listen.

Alright, you don't want me to read this, why?
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~hy?

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. JARROW:

Alright, I'll summarize it.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. JARROW:

Summarize.
Look, you can pick out things from it, you know.

Alright, I'll be glad to.

FinP..

Consumers Coalition is speaking for the consumer intervenors, familiar
with the areas in which consumers reside.

And we're talking for the people

of Southern California who do not have representation.

We heard here today,

two San Francisco-based intervenors, who were not familiar with what was
going on in this area at all.

Theydidnot know what theproblems were, these

people that are sitting behind me, because they simply were not using the
system.

The other thing Senator, that I ... if we can put this in the record

I would like to ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. JARROW:

Very happy to.

.•. introduce a study that was done by General Telephone,

GTEC, and Consumers Coalition of California which answers something you were
talking about this morning, the monitoring of service quality.

I think it's

a first that has been done ...
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. JARROW:

Thank you.

... in this system.

this was very independent.
the record.

And we found so many things; now,

GTE made no effort to influence what we put into

We really paid no attention to their dogma, the way that they

stated things were working, but examined the system and went through the
system.

We went through it with a data processing expert.

And this man

was able to find glitchesin the system that I think were interesting.

We

found that as many as ... by the way this is in the hearings, and it's the
third part of the GTEC decision that they're going to be looking at the
service, that people were being charged for one minute calls.

And that they

were being charged as many times as two to three times within one minute, so
that the start-up charges for one minute
one actual minute of performance.

calls

could be three minutes for

We also discovered that calls were being

registered as completed, that were not completed.

Sometimes, it was due to

the fact that systems, electronic switching systems, were not interacting
properly.

We looked into the billing practices.

And oh, going back to the

switching systems, there were also problems in the pathways.

Sometimes they

were put on a pathway that took them on a long way around, and people were
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charged for this.

A lot of times the equipment does not release when it is

suoposed to release.
20-25 minutes.

And you can talk fifteen minutes and be charged for

Now, what we've run into are business people calling us.

A lot of business people who are very, very disgruntled with this.

They

are not going to sit down and do what we did, which was to monitor the
system for 14 full months.
the area.

What they are qoinq to do is just move out of

And this is what we're listening to: they don't want corrections;

they don't want anything; they want that bottom line on their bill.

It's

costing them too much to operate in the State of California or within these
telephone systems.
O.K.

The other thing we found was in the billing practices.

although we are told that there are checks in the billing
not; there are engineering checks.
through there.

That,

~ractices,

there are

There's no check on the data that is going

And if the engineering qoes off for say five seconds-ten seconds

and a run is going through a billing, whatever errors are there are there
permanently until it is put back on line again.

So, these were some of the

thinqs that we found that really needed to be looked into. We feel that
there are hundreds of millions of dollars in hidden costs that may not be
due the telephone companies, that they are collecting for things to which
they are not entitled, and this has to do with enoineerino, it has to do
with data processing, before it ever gets to the billing.

The billing oart

of the operation was O.K., but this interim part is all wrong.
had a settlement

MCI has just

we heard about that, in Illinois -- and I think that

it's time that both Pacific Bell and General Tel have a settlement.
people deserve to have this money back.

The

And I think that's basically it,

and the rest of it is contained in the study.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Right.

Have you had an opoortunity to be involved

in the hearings that are going on?
MS. JARROW:
Yes, we were in the evidentiary hearings.
And the study
that you have there was part of the evidence. And that was the hearings that
were concluded in 1987, and two parts of the decision have come down for
GTEC, the third part has not come down.

But I believe it's the first time

there's ever been an audit by a consumer organization.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

I'm talkino about the oresent regulatory process

which is now going on, in terms of ...
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MS. JARROW:

No, we're having difficulty.

all those trips up to San Francisco.

Because we can not make

Just like the San Francisco intervenors

can't make all those trips down here.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
here in Los Angeles.
MS. JARROW:

There is a public advisors' office, which I established

Are you aware of that?

We're familiar.

We've worked with them.

to ... from the intervenors thing, which I believe you set up"
a marvelous thing.
ing.

We get referrals
which is really

And we're getting a very good picture of what's happen-

And what we've been doing, is a lot of pro bono.

We've been helping

individuals like these ladies and gentlmen behind us, who do not know how
to get through simple problems and we refer them, and just give them what
assistance is necessary.

And Senator, I think this is a marvelous thing.

think California is way ahead in doing this.

I

And there's a lot of things

that you have innovated that I really respect.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Well, then there should be less of a problem in

getting input into the system since we've established this, and you ought
to be in touch with them daily if necessary, or whenever your organization ...
MS. JARROW:

We do, but when the hearings are not down here, we can't

do anything about it.
too.

We're involved in some

SCE evidentiary hearings,

And the very problem that you've talked about of settlements

actly what is going on in that, too.
are absolutely ridiculous.

is ex-

Settlements made ahead of time that

And we could give you a look at that, if you're

interested.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. JARROW:

Thank you very much.

You're welcome.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

\'le aporeciate your in out.

Is there anybody that feels impelled to make a one minute statement
before we adjourn?
Yes,

ma'am.

MS. CLEIA SCHIFF:
perly.

I don't know whether I understand this issue pro-

But I understand that they only want to give you six minutes to

speak on the telephone.

I am hard of hearing.

I have to understand who's talking to me.

And when I get on the phone

I cannot do it in six minutes.

You call up for information, they tell you "hold the wire", they let you
on there ten minutes, fifteen minutes, I've already waited more than that.
You cannot get the message.

What are we going to do?
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SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Would you talk to Ms. Jar :r:·ow over there?

Any one

else?
MS. SCHIFF: Do you want me to s9eak?
SENA.'l'OR ROSENTHAL: No.
MS. SCHIFF:

Oh.

SENl\TOR ROSEN'l'nAL:
MS. SCHIFF:

To who?

SENA'rOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. SCHIFF:

Yes.

Right now?

She can solve your problem.

Or afterward?

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. SCHIFF:

... Virginia Jarrow.

Oh, O.K.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. SCHIFF:

... the young lady who just. .. Virginia ...

You mean privately?

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MS. SCHIFF:

I want. you to sneak to ....

Whenever, whenever.

I'll wait until after everything is over.

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Thank you.

Yes, sir?

.MR. EDWIN MARCUS:
I would only like to ask .. .
SENATOR ROS:SNTHAL: Would you come to the .... forward?
this, and I just want it on the record.

We're tapina

This will be the final one, and

then we'll be through for the day.
MR. M.?\RCUS:

I would like to ask you, Senator, J:'m a man of 84 years old ...

SENATOR ROSENTHAL:
MR. MARCUS:

You look very qood.

... and before I close my eyes, do you think there's qoing

to be a little relief for us senior citizens?
it looks dim.

The way it looks to me today,

I hope more Senators like you listen to these p:toblems and

do something about them.
SENATOR ROSENTHAL:

Thank you.
I am trying.

I will have solved the problems.

I'm only 70.

When I get to your age,

(chuckles)

Thank you very much for corning.

It was a good session.
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Adjourned.
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MEMORANDUM

TO:

MEMBERS, SENATE ENERGY & PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMITTEE

FOR:

OCTOBER 25, 1988 INTERIM HEARING

FROM:

COMMITTEE STAFF

SUBJECT:

MOVING TOWARD GREATER COMPETITION-PENDING REGULATORY CHANGES OF OUR LOCAL TELEPHONE NETWORK

THIS HEARING:
WILL FOCUS ON THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION'S {PUC)
MAJOR ON-GOING INVESTIGATION WHICH SEEKS AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH
TO THE PRESENT REGULATORY SYSTEM FOR LOCAL TELEPHONE SERVICE, AND
THE POSSIBLE RESULTING IMPACT TO TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBERS AND
COMPETITORS.
THE BEARING WILL FOCUS ON THE STRUCTURE, SPEED, AND
DIRECTION OF THE PUC INVESTIGATION, AND HOW THE SIGNIFICANT
PACIFIC BELL PROPOSAL FOR GREATER LOCAL COMPETITION, AND OTHER
PROPOSALS, MAY BE IMPACTING THE INVESTIGATION--AND ULTIMATELY,
THE TELEPHONE RATEPAYER.
SECTION I.

BACKGROUND: RECENT REGULATORY CHANGESf
LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES

SECTION II.

PUC's PROCEEDING TO CHANGE REGULATORY APPROACH

SECTION III.

UTILITY PROPOSALS FOR GREATER COMPETITION

·~··

CHANGES:
LEGISLATIVE RESPONSES

The divestiture o
nd the movement of the
si n to
stab
latory regime
or local
one service
s
ised a
o t of issues which have been
t to the attention of the Legislature.
These have
0
how to determine
ervice", and therefore what
g ven greater regulatory and
0
how to determine
and therefore what

e

0

to the

reedoms,
assuring that the PUC processes involved in changing
the regulation of telephone utilities follows due process in a
rational time frame, remains open to all witnesses and proposals,
and is not unduly influenced by the impacted utilities.
0

The Legislature has also had to confront and oversee a
ariety of interests and parties
all with different perceptions
a o t
ich direction the regulation of the telecommunication
ind stry should go.
These include:
Local Tel
who are working hard to build support
or greater regulatory freedoms with "social contract" and "rate
x
il ty" proposals.
Both ac Bell and GTE California have
ub itted plans to the PUC to basically keep residential rates
stable, while using flexible pricing for other services and
s aring in the profits throu
incentive programs.
Pac Bell, in
an attempt to capture the lucrative toll markets, has further
announced a proposal to open up competition in the intraLATA
markets in the stat~.
sumers: who have raised concer
about changing the way
te ephone companies
are regulated
have raised suspicions about
t e speed of the PUC proceeding which they say leans toward the
telephone utilities' wishes to deregulate at the expense of
ratepayers and in favor of shareholders.
Public Utilities Commission: which initiated an ambitious agenda
ocused on changing the way telephones are regulated in the
state.
Some commissioners have been outspoken about the need to
rleregulate the industry quickly.
-
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Competitors: who are fearful of granting Bell Operating Companies
too many freedoms when they are competing in similar services.
They testify that ratepayers have been used to unfairly finance a
giant competitor's wishes to compete in an "unlevel playing
field."
Long Distance Companies: who are working with the PUC and the
Federal Communications Commission to establish "rate flexibility"
plans of their own, but are suspicious of Pacific Bell's attempt
to open up the local LATAs.
They contend that Pac Bell's
willingness to allow local competition (where it is doubtful that
long distance providers might enter) may be to shore up support
to next open up the long distance markets (where Pac Bell could
be an aggressive competitor).
In each of the past two years this committee has held an
interim hearing concerning the issues of moving toward greater
competition in telephone markets.
The first was held soon after
divestiture to determine the general regulatory direction of the
Commission.
Last year's hearing reviewed the PUC's move to allow
AT&T a flexible rate plan, and the commission's newly-announced
investigation to change the regulation of local telephone
networks.
This year's interim comes when the PUC is beyond the
midpoint of its investigation, is revealing some possible
directions of regulatory change, and is scheduled to make
important decisions early next year.
Recent legislative proposals addressing some of these
concerns have included:
SB 1433 {Rosenthal), Chapter 1079 of 1985, which required the
PUC to evaluate the deregulatory efforts of other states, and
study the feasibility of establishing an open-competition pilot
project in one of the state's LATAs to allow the PUC to monitor
changes.
SB 757 (Rosenthal) , Chapter 433 of 1987 which required the
PUC to report to the Legislature on the rate of return levels
used for the large utilities, compared with ROR for other state
industries and out-of-state utilities.
SB 680 (Rosenthal), vetoed Sept.'88 by the Governor, asked
the PUC to present the Legislature with a report on its
recommended changes to the local telephone network resulting from
the present investigation, and would have required that the
implementation of the Commission's decisions on each phase of
this investigation be delayed for 60 days to allow adequate
review.
AB 4174 (Moore), Chapter 673 of 1988 requires the PUC to
investigate the possibility of including tone-dialing services
within its definition of "basic service".
SB 1844 (Russell), Chapter 1261 of 1988 deregulates telephone
corporation billing for information-access services (i.e. "976")
where the utility determines the information ~o~~ains "harmful
matter".

-

~

-

, would have
e standards it
come competitive

~~~~~~~~~~--~~----~~

r

e
9
t d i
a new regional
company
e
d i
Ca ifornia to operate in the
e 1 serv
e a ea.
ic Bell is the regulated utility
of the Pacific T 1 sis holding company.
The second largest
e company in he state is GTE California (GTEC) serving
tely 20 perc
t of the
a e's tele
ne customers.
are also more
smaller local tele
ne companies
primari y less populated areas.
Ten local service areas
were created in California after the divestiture, with
cific Bell and the other loc ls responsible for service within
LATA
intraLATA)
The competing long distance companies are
s o s
e for tele
one s rv
e
e n each LATA (interLATA)

T e divest tu e
as not al ere
the responsibility of
PUC to regulate the ra es
nd services of telephone
ti
and basical y the Commission has continued its "Rate
f
(ROR)
o
rate determinations.
Utility rates are
esi
ed to cover the tel
on
company s current expenses
labor, fuel, supplies), deprec ation, taxes and return on the
invested capital.
The total cost figur
is called the utility's
" evenue requirement".
The process of determining how rates will
e recovered is called
e desi
es of rate cases: general
There are current
General rate cases are held
and
and its revenue
of expenses needed to
r
eet
"
est year estimates are
used in subsequent years unt
e next general rate case.
"
allow
regulators
and utilities to deal
~~~~~----~~~~~~
uctuat ons which occur between general rate cases.
other
ortant rate proceedings are "attrition
, which reflect cost-of-living increases or decreases
ity control, and "new construction", which tests the
reasonableness o
such costs a
usts rates accordingly.
This rate of return regulation, basically allows
companies to pass along almost all of their costs to customers
and guar~ntees earling a profit on their investment.
While most
onsumer organizations involved with utility issues have been
itical of specific aspects of ROR, they have defended the
system against drastic change because they say real costs for
hone service since the federal Communications Act (1934) have
declined by 60 percent under this
e of rate regulation.
They
also point out that the utilities under ROR regulation have grown
tremendously and accumulated massive financial and physical
apital, with many diversifying rapidly into lucrative
regulated ventures.
ROR,
say, has proven to be flexible
cause regulators have been able to impose penalties where they
have felt utilities have either not served adeo·:~cely or charged
-
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too much.
At this time, supporters of ROR believe monopolies
should continue to be regulated in this manner, and that the
system may only need "fine tuning" to correct deficiencies.
Critics of ROR say the system is too old to meet with
the changing nature of the telecommunications environment.
They
say that by continuing to regulate utility services that are
competitive, ROR is preventing price competition among these
services, causing the utility to make unnecessary investments,
encouraging waste, and depleting incentive.
C. PUC REGULATORY MOVEMENT
Shortly after the 1984 divestiture, the PUC adopted a
policy of maintaining a clear distinction between local monopoly
service and long distance.
But, where some other states, less
complex than California, have moved quickly to "deregulate"
certain telephone services, this state, until recently, has
maintained a more cautious attitude with respect to charting a
fast-tracked competitive course.
Coinciding with a dramatic personnel turnover at the
Commission due to gubernatorial appointments of new
commissioners, the PUC has undertaken what some consider to be a
"fast track" approach to deregulating the telephone utilities'
ratemaking procedures.
Telephone utilities, themselves, believe
that restructuring regulatory oversight is long overdue.
Sparked by utility "rate flexibility" proposals since
1986 (see SECTION III below) the PUC initiated an en bane hearing
on telephone regulation in September of 1987.
At the en bane
hearing, the Commission announced its plan to hold a major
investigation (OII) to consider alternative approaches to
regulation of local telephone service:

•r (Commissioner Wilk) propose that we conduct a full
reexamination of every major aspect of local exchange
regulation.
This investigation ••• would start in January
and proceed expeditiously. We aim to have major elements of
this process complete within a year, so that corresponding
regulatory changes could be implemented as of January 1, 1989."
Since that announcement the PUC has moved quickly to
address three major areas of investigation.
In September, the
PUC completed its Phase I investigation by approving a modified
judgment for those services it says the local telephone companies
must compete in order to prevent la~ge customers from bypassing.
Also last month the Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA)
completed its "Report on Alternative Regulatory Frameworks for
Local Exchange Carriers Phase II, which recommends greater
deregulation, rate flexibility and utility
incentive
programs to share revenue increases. {see SECTION II below)

ON I

•

PROCEEDING TO CHANGE REGULATORY APPROACH

In July 1987, the National Telecommunication and
rmation Administration NTIA), within the Department of
rce, issued the NTIA Regulatory Alternatives Report, urging:
state and federa
price
entry, and profit regulations be
rom "competiti e" services, and
that a new regulatory
approa
"rate flexib
i
") be used with noncompetitive
services.
The PUC'
n bane announcement set forth the basic
recommendation
of
NTIA study for Commission review and
acti
in California.
Following the announcement for a Se
er 1987 en bane
h aring
the Publ c Staff Division
now the Division of Ratepayer
Advocates (DRA), stated that the time was ri
t to make long-term
changes to the regulatory environment for telecommunications and
that a PUC investigation was prudent.
The Public Staff stated
that the commission had already begun to move in a direction of
" ost-based pricing" and that further changes should be met to
address competitive challenges.
Shortl
thereafter, the PUC
required local tele
ne compan es to include in their billings
a
insert which announced that "TELEPHONE REGULATIONS MAY CHANGE
N 988", which included the outline of Pacific Bell's proposal
to the PUC for regulatory cha ge.
In November
9 7, the PUC formerly announced its
nvestigation to
consider new regulatory alternatives for local
te ephone companies".
The order would consist of three phases
taki g a year and a half:
Phase I to address issues of pricing flexibility for
ect to competitio .
o
Phase II to consider alternative approaches for
determining revenue requirements and basic rates.
o
Phase III to evaluate the desirability of lifting the
comm ssion ban on intraLATA competition for message toll service
a d related services.
o

s r

ices s

PHASE I. In August 1988, the PUC announced a proposed
et
erne t on Phase I of the investigation with an agreement by
most local and long distance companies.
The parties basically
agreed that local telephone companies should be allowed pricing
exihility in those competitive services (such as high speed
privat.e lines, centrex, call waiting, call forwarding, call hold
etc.) as long as the flexibility would be used to reduce prices.
Under the agreemert, pursued by the PUC to prevent business
cus~omers from bypassing the local networks, the phone companies
could vary the price of their services between a cap and a floor
based on the costs of providing the service.
While most parties to the agreement, of this least
controversial phase of the investigation, have raised no concern
about the PUC process, a few parties were concerned with changes

-
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made after the agreement was reached and before the final
signing.
Bay Area Teleport, for example, the only major
intraLATA competitor of Pacific Bell, opposed the final agreement
after changes were made and took exception with a PUC press
release announcing that all major parties had agreed to the Phase
I decision.
PHASE II. Last September, the ORA issued its report and
recommendations for Phase II.
Central to the ORA's report were
themes espoused by telephone utility's which include, the need to
simplify the telephone regulatory structure, the need to
establish incentives for utilities to be more efficient, and the
need to lift regulatory barriers on those services determined to
be competitive.
However, the ORA proposal differs significantly
with Pacific Bell's in that it calls for indexing the rates of
monopoly services, instead of a straight moratorium on
residential ratemaking.
On October 7, 1988, the PUC held a pre-hearing
conference for the parties interested in the issues to be
discussed in Phase II.
At the conference the ORA submitted a
proposed hearing scheduled which would have started in late
November, had a two-week Christmas holiday break, and concluded
in mid-February.
The schedule was rejected in order to meet a
deadline to issue a final decision in Phase II during the first
suarter of next year.
The hearing will instead begin on November
7, and end on December 22.
Because of the major significance of what will be
decided in this phase of the investigation (restructuring the
entire way telephones are regulated and rates are determined) ,
several parties have openly complained and have petitioned for a
longer hearing time frame.
This has included the ORA itself,
T.U.R.N., and Bay Area Teleport, with others expected to follow.
PHASE III. The investigation involving the issues of
competing for the business of toll traffic within a LATA will not
begin until the completion of the Phase II investigation.
However, the very dynamics of this review have changed since the
PUC began its investigation, due to Pacific Bell's announced
position that it now favors opening up of competition within the
local service area.
Pacific Bell, as well as some critics of their plan,
believe that such a significant policy change by the largest
telephone utility in the state could very well change the very
nature of Phase III from one of determining if there should be
greater toll competition--to when intraLATA competition will be
scheduled to occur.

-
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IT ION
For the past two years both Pacific Bell and GTEC have
sued proposals at the PUC which would provide them with what
consider to be relief from over-regulation in an evermore
etitive telecommunications environment.
Pacific Bell's plan
c lled the "Price Stability Plan", and GTE California has
1 d for a "New Regulatory Framework".

A.

Pacific Bell Proposal

As a rate proposal submitted to the PUC, and as a plan
ubmitted for the present commission investigation, Pacific Bell
has expressed that it believes the existing system of Rate of
Return regulation should be scrapped for a system which does the
following:
o
stabilizes residential rates for a specific number of
years;
a
moves more toward "cost of service pricing" by
reducing subsidies and targeting them differently;
o
provides incentives for utilities to cut costs by
a lowing shareholders and customers to share in the benefits from
efficient strategies;
a
allows for "pricing flexibility" for non-basic
services.
The most recent Pacific Bell proposal, however, does not
include an additional request made by the utility two years ago.
In 1986, Pacific Bell called for:
•coNTINUED INTRALATA FRANCHISE.
Continuing the
ntraLATA franchise for Pacific Bell will help provide for a
revenue source and the economies-of-scale required to keep
residence prices low.
0
Reserve provision of intraLATA service to Pacific
Bell.
a The Company can achieve flat, or lowered toll rates
without disruption of the franchise.•
0 Last July, Pacific Bell announced what the press
reported as "sweeping proposals" to sweeten the offer before the
PUC to agree to it~ rate flexibility plan.
Included among these,
for the first time, was the offer to puncture the local monopoly
tPlephone service areas by allowing competitors like AT&T, MCI
and Sprint to compete for regional toll-call service.
In
addition, Pacific Bell would make dial-tone service a basic
service and install modern digital switch equipment in those
rural areas where costs have been prohibited up until now.

-
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Some critics of the Pac Bell proposal have pointed to
recent criticism of the utility by DRA concerning "wasteful
spending" of ratepayers' money to "overbuild" certain
telecommunication projects.
They say this demonstrates the need
for close regulatory scrutiny of the telephone utility and that
possibly it was planning to enhance competitive services at
monopoly ratepayer expense.

B. GTE California Proposal
GTE California has been going through dramatic changes,
which have included changing its name, personnel cuts, selling
off its ownership in SPRINT, and reorganizing its national
corporate structure.
GTEC has also had an on-going rate case at
the commission which finally determined that the utility should
cut future telephone rates by more than $300 million.
At the
same time the utility has pushed for a new regulatory program
which is similar to Pacific Bell's, but differs in the following
ways:
° instead of freezing rates for residential customers
1
for a period of time, GTEC would allow those rates to be adjusted
or "rebalanced" through an indexing approach;.
requests downward and upward pricing flexibility for
centrex and custom calling;
0

o

opposes changing the ban on intraLATA competition;

0

different approach to incentive

(profit sharing).

The DRA has stated that the proposals in its report
submitted to the commission are closer to GTEC's than Pacific
Bell's because they call for indexing of local rates for
residential users instead of a freeze.
GTEC, however, has said
the DRA would favor a utility-specific indexing of rates, where
it favors a uniform statewide adjustment.
Interested parties to the OII who have commented on the
short time lines, have stressed the fact that there are more
proposals on regulatory reform than just Pacific Bell's which
need close review (i.e. Bay Area Teleport, GTEC etc.).
And,
before PUC commissioners vote on significant changes, all
proposals and witnesses who so desire should be given full
opportunity to participate.
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JOINT AUDIT REPORT - SUMMARY

On January 5, 1987, GTE California Incorporated (GTEC) filed 1ts 198€
Case Application (A.87-01-002).

Ms. Virginia

Jarrow~

R~te

President of

Consumers Coalition of California (CCC), and Mi11i€ Pelton, a member of

CCC, filed testimony 1n GTEC's case. Their testimony identified cuncerns
regarding GTEC's Billing System and the Customer

RE>pr~s&ntative func~~cn.

CCC cross-examined several of GTEC's witnesses during the
the rate case hearings.

~nitia1

It became clear, however, that this was an

inefficient method for developing factual material relevant to
concerns.

days of

ccc•s

As reported in Transcript Volume 16 (June 1. 1987), pages 1909

through 1911, GTEC a

CCC agreed to conduct an

aud~~

of selected areas

outside of the evidentiary hearings.

To initiate the

~udit,

an overview meeting was held tc provide CCC with a

synopsis of the various billing functions and the
activities within the company.

CJ~tomer

representative

Several tours and irterviews were

conducted at tTEC's facilities so that CCC could observe the bil1ing and
customer service functions.

Ms. Virginia Jarrow ;rd Mr. Robert Mon·is

(TRW) represented CCC on the tours and interviews.

l
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In addition to tours and

interview~,

administered at the request of CCC.

a

custom~r represent~tive

CCC wanted to ::obtain

the actual process the customer representatives
customer's call.

survey was

infcrm~tion

on

thr,);,;gh when !iand1 ing a

go

Also at the request of CCC. a tdl ly

Wd~

taken of all

"memos" collected and printed for one day from the Cerritos Customer
Billing Center (CBC).

A memo is generated onto a

when the customer ca l1 s into the CBC.

c~stomer's

account record

The purpose of st;;m:a;i 71 ng tht> memos

was to determine the types and quantities of calls which were coniing into

the CBC.

Test calling was performed in order to validate the billing system and
ensure that the billing processes were functioning correctly.
Specifically, Ms. Jarrow had indicated that she
billed for incomplete one-minute calls.
calling be focused on this problem.

hJ~

a

~r~blem

in bring

She requestad that the test

A one-week tdlly was taken dt the

Cerritos Customer Bi11ing Center (CBC) wh1ch identiflcd

cu~tomer•s

problems and specifically the problem of billing tor incomplete one-minute
calls.

Arrangements were made to conduct test ca11ing with customers who

had complained about the incomplete one-minute ca11s.
not to participate in the test calling.

Memters of CCC chose

11:

Results and Conclusions

GTEC

Test calling was

perfot~ed

on ten customer lines usi

established in meetings between GTEC and CCC.

calling was performad from the customer

1

S

With

premise.

parameters
o~e

exception. a11 test

In sunrr:ary, no

billings were generated for any of the lntraLATA Toll or ZUM incomplete
test calls.

A total of 645 incomplete IntraLATA Toll and ZUM calls

performed during the test calling.

~ere

In addition, forty percent of the

testing was performed during peak traffic hours.

GTEC concluded that the test calling results substantiated that the process
which was described in the tours and interviews of GTEC's facilities did
not produce any billings for IntralATA Toll and lUM calls.

In addition

to the test calling results, the procedures which are followed from data
generation to bi11 preparation were reviewed and indicated that incomplete

calls are not

~illed.

The results of the customer representative survey indicated that the
customer

rep,~esentatives

handle most calls to comr1etion.

A majority of

the representatives refer to GTEC's policies and procedures.

The

representative did indicate an interest in broader cross-training.

Conclusions
-CCC Recommendations and------CCC made several recorrrnendations and conclusions, ~ '11e of which are 1 ;sted

below:

CCC would like to have the Commission make dn invest1gation of

one~minute

calls and look into the possibility of a universal monitoring system like
the Standard Network Interface (SNI) being placed at the residence.

CCC

also recommended that a device be installed in conjunction with the SNI
which could determine the location of problems such as static, moistur•e

and high resistance on the lines.

CCC recommended that each monthly billing complaint bP. hand1cd as a

separate account, eliminating the policy of only one refund in three
months.

CCC also recommended that refunds be given those customers who

complain of intermittent one-minute calls

registe~1ng

in the 11 ear1y

morning test hours."

CCC recommended that an automatic refund policy be implemented fer 'Jnusua1

one time occurrences.

CCC recommended that a universal refund policy up to $15.00 per month be
implemented.
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CCC recommended that an Arbitration Board be established dnd made up ot
consumer advocates active in utility issues.

In addition, CCC rna

recommendations relative to 611 and 411,

howh·~r.

CCC was not reviewing these functions in this audit.

CCC requested and

was provided one tour of the 611 Repair Answer

in Mission Hills.

Cent~r

DECISION
The proposed 3rd Interim decision was issued on H0vernter 29, 1988 &nd
included issues identified in the joint audit.

The Administrative Law

Judge indicated that the record disclosed insufficient support for adoption

of any of the recommendations made by CCC.
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MEMORANDUM
This audit was prepared jointly with Consumers Coalition of California
(CCC) and General Telephone of California (GTEC). Contributors to the
report were selected GTEC personnel and CCC consultants, Virginia Jarrow,
President of CCC and a Marketing Research Consultant, and Robert Morris,
Management Systems Advisor in pricing and cost estimating at TRW.
CCC questioned GTEC's compliance reporting methods used for defining
problems in transmission and customer service. Particularly, CCC
challenged the practice of separating the handling of the complaints for
transmission {611) from customer service. This resulted in a lack of data
exchange between the two services and communication problems for the
customers. Because of the PUC ordering paragraph 3 in decision D
84-07-108, CCC had a concern that this practice was being encouraged by
GTEC statewide to the disadvantage of the consumer. Within this PUC
decision; regarding the poor quality of service being provided from
specified Central Office's (CO's); GTEC was ordered to collect data on
customer trouble reports per 100 lines and dial service indices for these
CO's. Based on individual performance, a CO was subject to a surcredit of
$3.80 a line, which was imposed when in two of three consecutive months
the customer trouble reports were 10 or more per 100 lines, or the
transmission service index was less than 97% for that CO.
The PUC order may have also led to the present GTEC policy of discouraging
customers from reporting problems by; giving only 1 credit in a 3 month
period; and if the customer persists in reporting problems, referring
them to special investigations where line tests are instituted. These
tests would occur several months after the initial problem report. They
would not be performed on a similar day or at a similar time, but after
midnight and would be under conditions controlled by GTEC from the CO's.
Furthermore there was a policy of reporting these results to the PUC with
"No problem found" (Within the lines).
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so

ned
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found

It is our opinion that there is something at occurs in the switching
equipment/software that causes incomplete calls to be recorded as
completed and then billed. Consequently the volumes that are displayed in
ls are overstated by the recording
graphs for the 30 and 60 second
(Refer to graphs 3.01.1 to 3.03.2 in study). It is
of incomplete calls.
highly unlikely that 3 different CO's with 3 different brands of switching
systems/equipment/computers/software would generate a volume of activity
where 50 % of that volume is 60 seconds or less. It is also doubtful that
the one minute percent of total volume for all three CO's would fluctuate
in unison. (Graph series 1.04).
of our current members is a high usage telephone customer, utilizing
ume lines and
l tracki
In a comparison between his records and
telephone companies records there was a discrepancy in the amount of
completed calls. His records for Dec. 4, 1988 thru Jan. 13, 1989 showed
1,378,160 pre-adjusted calls
the phone companies records showed
1,876,113. The difference is an overstatement of completed calls by
497,953, which is 26.54% of the total call volume. This is similar to
the percent displayed on the graph 2.06.2 in the study. This graph shows
the sum of 10,
, and 30 second call volumes percent of total call
volume. Note that in the time between 8 am to 5 pm (17) for each day, the
30 second call volume is within 2 to 3 % of our members percentage for
uncompleted calls appearing on his bills. How do business and other phone
customers validate their phone bills without similar equipment?

MEMORANDUM
Page 3
It is our opinion that the Answer Supervision Standard utilized by
telephone companies in California functions correctly 70% of the time.
That the approach and the methodology used to determine that a call has
been completed should be revised to achieve 100 % accuracy. Alternately,
the phone companies should be required to install/activate a system or
methodology that confirms/monitors the switches handling of answer
supervision on completed calls. Or, revise all tariffs to make allowance
for this error factor.
Because our member does not deal with GTEC, he is under a different
tariff. Therefore, our member's record of calls is accepted by his phone
company as valid and adjustments are made to the billing. This disparity
between tariffs confuses and upsets the average customer. They do not
understand why there is not a consistent statewide tariff for telephone
companies, or a standard basic customer bill of rights.

Attachment A - References are herein incorporated and made a part of the
Summary. ·(See following page)

By Date

1

Non-Adjusted Variance %

-8799
-7204
-8345
-14940
-35572
-137837
-35539
-40978
-40509

-21.81%
-22.24%
-22.24%
-22. 90"/o
-25.01%
-25.77%
-31.04%
-31.33%
-37.56%

12.00% -228080

-18.39% -336533

-27.13%

12. 00"/o

-2815
-1726
-3495
-4742
-6584
-13662
-11220
-8185
.
-10280
12.00% -41918

-4.97%
-6.76%
-8.49%
-10.34%
- .69%
- . 70"/o
-19.36%
- .83%
-23.23%
-23. 92"/o

-8584
-4070
-7623
-9145
-11438
-22884
-16227
-11326
-13919
-56204

-15.15%
-15.95%
-18.51%
-19.95%
-22.04%
-22.94%
-28. 00"/o
-30.20%
-31.46%
-32.07%

11 . 97% -104627

-16.46% -161420

-25. 39"/o

11.99"/o -332707

-17. 73"/o -497953

-26.54%

&

-8903
-22772
-90183
-26064
-30200
-32428

22
18
21
20
1240319

Total
11 &

32

903786 1012239

56656
25520

48072

45841

36696

30

99738
20
21
22
Total

175259

1

635794

474374

18761

531

1378160 1543406

ATIACHMENT - A

- .91%
- .64%
- .01%
- .86%
-22.76%
-23. 09"/o
-30.07%

SUMMARY
On January 5, 1987, General Telephone Company of California (General)
filed its 1988 Rate Case Application, 87-01-002. Ms. Virginia Jarrow,
president of Consumers Coalition of California (CCC), and Millie Pelton,
a member of CCC, filed testimony in General's case. Their testimony
identified concerns regarding General's Billing System and the Customer
Representative function.
CCC cross-examined several of General's witnesses during the initial days
of the rate case hearings. It became clear, however, that this was an
inefficient method for developing factual material relevant to CCC's
concerns. As reported in Transcript Volume 16, pages 1909 through 1911,
General and CCC agreed to conduct an audit of selected areas outside of
the evidentiary hearings.
The process followed in completing this audit, as well as the results,
have been summarized and included in this report. Several tours and
interviews were conducted at General's facilities so that CCC could
observe the billing and customer service functions. Ms. Virginia Jarrow
and Mr. Robert Morris represented CCC on the tours and interviews.
Mr. Morris, Management Systems Advisor for Manufacturing Pricing and
Estimating at TRW for seven years, has also done systems design and
performed analysis and trouble shooting on various manufacturing and
accounting systems for a variety of businesses including electronics
manufacturing, mutual funds management, time sharing, wholesale drugs,
real estate management, transportation, and food processing.
To initiate the audit, an overview meeting was held to provide CCC with a
synopsis of the various billing functions and the customer representative
activities within the company. Additionally General spoke briefly
regarding employee surveys and interviews and presented the methodology
to be utilized in the test calling phase of the study.
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CCC also addressed the issues of customer service practices
1.

The policy of a one time refund up to $35.00

2.

The policy of all owing no further adjustments without
investigation by GTC's support unit.

3.

The practice of denying any further adjustment
investigation.

4.

The practice of testing the line to the central office and line
from the central office to the residence; a central office
inspection on outside facilities with " no trouble found. "

5.

The practice of issuing credits and then denying and reversing
the credits based on testing valid only at the time the test is
taken.

6.

The practice of issuing and denying credits based on the
Hekemian device test and denying all credits if the customer
will not submit to the testing.

7.

Service complaints not resolved; i.e., others on the line,
cross talk, cannot call out, reached wrong numbers, no dial
tone, reached nothing and cutoff during calls.

8.

Overcharges for ZUM calls, billings out of sequence and billing
twice in the same time frame.

9.

One minute calls appearing on billing for different numbers in
same 60 second time frame.
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12.
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em in completing calls during heavy business
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siness phones

close of
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13.

Charges for i

ete calls on rotary dialing
9726-9727-9728-9729,
lling for each number as call is moved
forward to the last number, which is the only number answered.

14.

Customer Service practice of flagging accounts for no further
adjustments, if an adjustment has been made in the previous
three months.

15.

611 transmission problems:

customer hearing people talk prior to dialing
hearing di
diali

ing in distance
getting

r-way conversation

ringing of phone in background before hanging up on a
conversation
hanging up and losing dial tone for half a day
te:ephone out of service
attempting to hang up and being unable to break the
connection resulting in a continuing charge for numbers
dialed.
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CCC believes that many of the service complaints, charging for one-minute
calls without completed answer supervision, failure to make disconnects,
incomplete calls that do not ring on the number, failure to release at
completion of the calls, cross talk and sending wrong numbers may be
inherent in the problem of switching from analog to digital to analog.
With one-minute completed calls representing approximately 46% of ZUM or
toll total call volume, the failure of existing equipment to monitor
answer supervision in an exact way can greatly and unfairly enrich the
telephone company, especially when coupled with the customer service
billing policy of giving a one time rebate of up to $35.00 to a
residential user and the policy of discouraging the customer who persists
in attempting to have these calls removed, referring him/her to
investigation where the account is flagged as a troublemaker.
Transferring Customer Billing Centers (CBC's) and product and costing
functions to the Finance Group in the new organizational chart only
serves to reinforce the image of General Telephone as a credit collection
agency.
CCC requested that Marketing_Surveys be performed on Customer Services.
In the meeting held on Tuesday, August 25, 1987, between General, CCC and
Market Facts, the following requests were made by CCC:
1.

A Customer Service questionnaire was to be answered by the
Cerritos personnel. The questionnaire was to be received by
Market Facts In a sealed envelope and processed.

2.

A record extracted from the memos be kept by customer
representatives on an ongoing basis. These records were to be
divided into categories designated by Market Facts.
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stomer Service questionnaire was given out. The Memos were
extracted and summari
by Market Facts. However, In addition to the two
studies, CCC would like to see a third study with the customer
representatives performing a tally of all calls.
CCC's concern is that the customer representatives do not know how to
respond to the real questions of the customer. That they receive little
or no instructions in ON- NE customer handling. That the information
needed by the customer is not delivered in a timely manner because the
customer representative cannot get this information from the billing tree
and other aids and has set company policies to follow. If the service
representative is successful in contacting her/his supervisor for
information, the rep is referred back to the billing tree and the customer
is given the same litany that has not resolved the problem in the past.
July 13-17, 1987 a study was implemented at the request of CCC which
prod
the following results. A total of 27,498 calls were answered
duri
this period. 364 accounts were included in the study for
one-minute calls and produced 377 complaints. These results indicated
there was a customer base wi
one-minute call inquiries or
complaints. General is not listening.
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In the study tallying categories for the week of July 13-17, 1987, CCC
indicated that the one-minute call tally conducted recorded a daily volume
of approximately 5,500 per day, while the memos extracted for one day were
approximately 4,100 memos. Approximately 25% of calls are not recorded
and much valuable data is lost. CCC recommends all data be recorded and
no judgement selections made as to which data to enter.
In the customer representative survey for one day at the
Cerritos CBC the following responses were elicited. THE CUSTOMER REP'S
VIEW OF INFORMATION IMPORTANT ENOUGH TO KEEP IN PERMANENT FILES.
1.

More bills available to on-line representatives and more pay
lines.
2. Paid accounts and actual out orders with important ID
information.
3. More info in billing voucher treatment
4. Special TELEMAIL file training service reps.
5. TRTMT jargon/slang to other departments so they can relate to
follow-up memos.
6. More than two months bills on billing voucher treatment.
7. All updated policy procedures.
8. Returned check history on-line.
9. History of disconnects on-line.
10. History of 611 repairs on-line.
In the area of training that would lead to efficiency, customer
representatives described the need for a tracking system for the customer
from start to finish of the order, including repair. Need for more
training and more knowledge of the Customer Service Center Operations.
More videotapes. More discussion. More information about service orders,
overview of all functions. Need for insert information coming to the
customer representative station before being mailed to the customer.
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recommended that a universal refund policy up to $15.00 per month be
is
d create a statewide consistent tariff.
CCC recommended that as one-minute calls represent approximately 50% of
al completed call volume and 30 second calls or less represent 80% of
these one-minute calls, General s
d study the feasibility of billing
on a 30 second increment instead of billing on one-minute increments.
CCC recommended that a limit be placed on the amount of time customer
service is allowed to respond to or make an adjustment to the customer's
bill or a refund is granted automatically. CCC suggests this time limit
two billing periods.
CCC recommended that an automatic refund policy be implemented for unusual
one time occurrences such as 109 one-minute calls to the same number in
one billing period.
is should be done to avoid costly testing. 611,
ng, and Market Research as well as Customer Service should
receive memos on these unusual occurrences.
checking all systems, if no probable cause showed due to lack of
exact test duplication of conditions, CCC recommended the customer should
be given the benefit of the doubt and given a refund, and this telephone
line should be entered on the trouble sheet to be monitored.
Duri
tours of GTEC facilities, testing of the switches was described as
checking lines and loads within the CO's and Trunk lines serving that CO.
The battery of t0sts performed proved that the CO was functioning properly
and therefore it was assumed that the billing tape was correct. However,
testing of new billing/switching software changes were performed at one
CO-Switch Type location and then copied to other CO's with the same Switch
Type with no further testing performed. Each CO location communicates
8

with a different set of Switch Types than the testing CO or the other
locations. This concept of using a single bench test and validating all
other locations at the same time saves money but provides questionable
results, ie; Billing Tape's.
During the audit a request was made for a printout of the daily billing
tapes for three CO's for a period of seven days. The printout provided
the total volume by hour and by duration of call. Call duration was
broken out into 10 second intervals up to 60 seconds duration, and then
all calls over 60 seconds. This level of detail was required to examine
the nature of one-minute calls as it was an area of frequent customer
complaints referred to CCC.
The data was collected from three Central Offices for seven days activity
covering July 17 through 23. This data included all calls recorded on
the daily billing tapes. The Central Offices involved were Del Amo,
Redondo, and Manhattan. The Del Amo CO uses a lEAX switch, which records
only completed calls. Redondo uses a GTDS switch which records completed
calls and incomplete Equal Access calls. Manhattan uses a DMSlOO switch
which records all calls. The data that was given by GTEC for the graphs
is for completed calls only.
General does not perform any analysis of the billing tapes for the
purpose of identifying problems that may be occurring at a switch. CCC's
request for the data was originally intended to see if there was any
difference between the switches in recording one-minute calls. This
approach changed when the similarities between the switch types appeared
more striking than the differences.
There were some surprises in looking at GTC switching data. Roughly
50 percent of all activity on the phone is one-minute or less. Calls of
30 seconds or less were approximately 30 percent of all activity. These
calls appeared to reflect the same volume increase/decrease at the same
time as the total volume and/or the 31-60 seconds duration calls.
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s was occurri
at the same time within the same call volume
s
same increase and decrease for all types of calls. From an
s perspective, one could suspect that the system was generating
some
ivi
common to l calls. Or the system was recording
all activity includi
uncompleted calls. Based on data provided by GTEC
out of every 100 calls the average customer will make: 30 will be 30
seconds or less, 20 11 be 31-60 seconds. and 50 calls will be over 60
seconds. Comparison of the charging practices of General to the actual
behavior on the phone system s
d be performed to assure that the
customer is receiving equitable service for charges paid.
CCC requested that the telephone companies and the switching manufacturers
work together to revise the standards statewide to achieve compatibility
within the telephone systems. These standards should include the
performance of compatibility tests to assure that the customer is not
being charged for switching delays in connecting with other systems or
time spent in searching for pathways. Customer charging should begin when
answer supervision has been completed at the called number and not at the
time of the "OFF HOOK" condition before dialing.

CCC asks that the Senate Oversight Committee request the PUC order an
investigation of the ESS switching and Billing systems for the entire
lecommunications system. The State of California and the California
lecommunications industry have the resources, the skill and the
expertise to bring about these improvements and move forward into the
Information Age.
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